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ABSTRACT. We introduce a one-parameter deformation of the 2-Toda tau-function of
(weighted) Hurwitz numbers, obtained by deforming Schur functions into Jack symmetric
functions. We show that its coefficients are polynomials in the deformation parameter b with
nonnegative integer coefficients. These coefficients count generalized branched coverings of
the sphere by an arbitrary surface, orientable or not, with an appropriate b-weighting that
“measures” in some sense their non-orientability.
Notable special cases include non-orientable dessins d’enfants for which we prove the most
general result so far towards the Matching-Jack conjecture and the “b-conjecture” of Goulden
and Jackson from 1996, expansions of the β-ensemble matrix model, deformations of the
HCIZ integral, and b-Hurwitz numbers that we introduce here and that are b-deformations of
classical (single or double) Hurwitz numbers obtained for b = 0.
A key role in our proof is played by a combinatorial model of non-orientable constella-
tions equipped with a suitable b-weighting, whose partition function satisfies an infinite set of
PDEs. These PDEs have two definitions, one given by Lax equations, the other one following
an explicit combinatorial decomposition.
1. INTRODUCTION
Hurwitz numbers and tau-functions. Hurwitz numbers, in their most general sense,
count the number of combinatorially inequivalent branched coverings of the sphere by an
orientable surface with a given number of branchpoints and given ramification profiles. Hur-
witz numbers and their variants (dessins d’enfants, weighted, monotone, orbifold Hurwitz
numbers) have numerous connections to mathematical physics, combinatorics, and the mod-
uli spaces of curves [Kon92, GJ97, ELSV01, GV03, GJV05, OP06, Mir07, GPH17].
Hurwitz himself [Hur91] showed that Hurwitz numbers can be expressed in terms of char-
acters of the symmetric group. Equivalently, generating functions of Hurwitz numbers can
be expressed explicitly in terms of Schur functions, which gives them a rich structure. A fun-
damental fact in the field, going back to Pandariphande [Pan00] and Okounkov [Oko00] and
now understood in a wide generality (see e.g. [GJ08, GPH17]) is that Hurwitz numbers can
be used to define a formal power series which is a tau-function of the KP, or more generally
2-Toda hierarchy [MJD00]. Explicitly, in the case of k + 2 branchpoints, this tau-function
has the form
τ (k)(t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) :=
∑
n≥0
tn
∑
λ`n
(
fλ
n!
)2
s˜λ(p)s˜λ(q)s˜λ(u1)s˜λ(u2) . . . s˜λ(uk),(1)
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where s˜λ = n!fλ · sλ is the normalized Schur function indexed by the integer partition λ,
expressed as a polynomial in the power-sum variables p = (pi)i≥1 or q = (qi)i≥1, where
u = (u, u, . . . ), and where fλ is the dimension of the irreducible representation of the sym-
metric group indexed by λ. From this function (or more precisely its logarithm) one can
extract all the forms ωg,n associated to the contribution of coverings from surfaces of genus g
with n boundaries, which obey the Chekhov-Eynard-Orantin topological recursion [CEO06,
EO07, ACEH20]. Weighted Hurwitz numbers [GPH17] correspond in some sense to the
case k = ∞, which contains the Okounkov-Pandariphande Hurwitz numbers as a special
case (see Section 6). The case k = 1 (three branchpoints) corresponds to dessins d’enfants
or Belyi curves (bipartite maps in the language of combinatorialists).
Jack polynomials and b-deformations. In this paper we consider the one-parameter de-
formation, or b-deformation, of the function τ (k) defined by
τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) : =
∑
n≥0
tn
∑
λ`n
1
j
(α)
λ
J
(α)
λ (p)J
(α)
λ (q)J
(α)
λ (u1) . . . J
(α)
λ (uk),(2)
where J (α)λ is the Jack symmetric function of parameter α = 1 + b, for formal or complex b,
and where j(α)λ is a natural b-deformation of n!
2/f 2λ , see Section 5.
Jack functions are obtained as a one-parameter limit of Macdonald polynomials that inter-
polate between Schur and zonal polynomials, respectively for b = 0, 1 [Jac71, Mac95]. In
particular the function τ (k)b is equal to τ
(k) for b = 0. Many classical problems in algebraic
combinatorics (dealing with symmetric functions, maps, coverings, tableaux, partitions) are
connected to Schur or zonal polynomials. Understanding how to use Jack symmetric func-
tions to build continuous deformations between them has become an important research goal
in the last decades, see [Sta89, HSS92, GJ96, DF16, GH19]. It often requires to develop new
methods that shed new light even on the most classical results. In our context, the deforma-
tion (2) was introduced by Goulden and Jackson [GJ96] in the case k = 1 of dessins d’enfants
and is strongly related to the Matching-Jack conjecture and the b-conjecture of these authors,
see the discussion below.
Non-orientable branched coverings. Our main result gives a geometric (and combina-
torial) meaning to the coefficients of τ (k)b in terms of generalized branched coverings of the
sphere. Let S be a compact connected surface, orientable or not, and let S2 denote the two-
dimensional sphere. Let S˜ be the orientation-double-cover of S. A generalized branched
covering of S2 by S is a continuous function f : S → S2+ from S to the closed upper hemi-
sphere S2+, which can be lifted to a branched covering f˜ : S˜ → S2 in a certain sense. A
precise definition, together with the definition of degree, branchpoints and ramification pro-
files, is given in Section 2.
Generalized branched coverings with k + 2 branchpoints are in bijection (Section 2) with
some combinatorial embedded graphs on the surface S that we call k-constellations. These
objects come with a natural notion of rooting which consists in marking and orienting an
angular sector (Section 2). Our main result can be summarized as follows (see in particular
Theorem 5.10 page 37 and Remark 1 page 9). In this paper, if λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ`) is
an integer partition and (pi)i≥1 is a sequence of variables, we write pλ = pλ1pλ2 . . . pλ` .
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Theorem 1.1 (Main result – abbreviated). For every k ≥ 1, we have
(1 + b)
t∂
∂t
ln τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) =
∑
f :S→S2+
κ(f)t|f |bνρ(f),(3)
where the sum is taken over all rooted generalized branched coverings f of the sphere S2
by a connected compact surface, orientable or not, with k + 2 branchpoints. Here |f | is the
degree of the covering, and
κ(f) = pλ−1(f)qλ0(f)u
v1(f)
1 . . . u
vk(f)
k
where the integer partitions λ−1(f) and λ0(f) are respectively the ramification profile of the
first two points, and v1(f), . . . vk(f) are the multiplicities of the k other points. Moreover
νρ(f) is a nonnegative integer attached to f which is zero if and only if the base surface S is
orientable.
In particular, the coefficients of the LHS of (3) are polynomials in b, and they have non-
negative integer coefficients.
When S is orientable, generalized branched coverings are in bijection with (usual) branched
coverings. Therefore for b = 0, our result recovers the classical interpretation of the tau-
function (1) in terms of branched coverings (see e.g. [GJ08, ACEH20]). For b = 1, our
theorem says that τ (k)b counts generalized branched coverings of the sphere by arbitrary sur-
faces, without any b-weighting. This fact could probably be proved by (now standard) ideas
close to the one used by Goulden, Jackson [GJ96] and Hanlon, Stanley, Stembridge [HSS92]
which cover the case k = 1 using the connection with representation theory of the Gelfand
pair (S2n,Hn). However, for b 6∈ {0, 1} our result is inaccessible by these methods, due to
the lack of a well-adapted representation theoretic connection to Jack polynomials.
PDEs and Lax structure. Our method of proof goes by showing that both sides of Equa-
tion (3) satisfy the same PDEs. The differential operators defining these PDEs take two
different forms: for the “Jack polynomial” side, they are defined by two companion Lax
equations, while for coverings (or constellations), they follow explicitly from a combinato-
rial decomposition. Proving that the “Lax” and “combinatorial” forms are in fact equal is
one of the hardest task of the paper. The presence of this Lax structure, which holds for
general b, indicates that traces of integrability remain present beyond the two classical points
b ∈ {0, 1}.
b-Hurwitz numbers. As a consequence of our work we introduce new b-deformations of
weighted and classical Hurwitz numbers and we investigate their properties, including the
Cut-And-Join equation and piecewise polynomiality.
Link with the Matching-Jack conjecture and the b-conjecture. The deformation (2)
was introduced by Goulden and Jackson [GJ96] in the case k = 1 of dessins d’enfants (in
fact [GJ96] considers a more general function where the sequence u1 is replaced by a third
arbitrary sequence of parameters). Using the connection between zonal polynomials and
representation theory of the Gelfand pair (S2n,Hn), they proved that for b = 1 this function
enumerates analogues of dessins on general surfaces (orientable or not). In the same paper
they formulate the “b–conjecture” and the related “Matching-Jack conjecture”, among the
most remarkable open problems in algebraic combinatorics. They assert that the coefficients
have an interpretation for arbitrary b: they count dessins on general surfaces, with a weight
which is a polynomial in b with nonnegative coefficients, as in our main theorem.
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The lack of a convenient representation theoretic connection for generic value of b has left
these conjectures wide open despite many partial results [GJ96, BJ07, La 09, KV16, DF17,
Doł17, KPV18]. Our results are not strictly comparable with the Matching-Jack conjecture
and the b-conjecture: the case k = 1 of our result is a special case of both, and the case of
general k is incomparable with them. However, the case k = 1 of our results is by far the
most general progress towards them and covers, largely, all the previously proven cases. See
Section 6.4 for more on the Matching-Jack conjecture and the b-conjecture.
Possible developments. Our paper sets the foundations of the study of b-Hurwitz num-
bers. Many natural questions arise, which are not the subject of this paper. First, the cases
b = 0, 1 are related respectively to the integrable hierarchies KP and BKP – at least in cer-
tain cases, see e.g. [AvM01]. The key role played by Lax structures in this paper indicates
that some of the properties related to integrability may still be present for general b. Further,
the tau-function for b = 0 famously satisfies, at least in some special cases, the so-called
Virasoro constraints (e.g. [KZ15], see also Remark 5). We plan to address the b-deformation
of these in detail in a forthcoming work (for the case of β-ensembles, see again [AvM01]).
In another direction, although our results are not strictly comparable to the Matching-Jack
conjecture and the b-conjecture, they are by far the best partial progress towards them. It is
conceivable that in the future, results of this paper are used in new attacks to these problems.
Finally, Hurwitz numbers are classically linked to the moduli space of complex curves in
several ways (most famously via the ELSV formula [ELSV01]) and the b-deformed dessins
d’enfants appear for b = 1 in work of Goulden, Harer, and Jackson on the moduli space of
real curves [GHJ01]. These authors were the first to ask for the possible significance of the “b
parameter” in this geometric picture. Our paper is an advance in that direction. Understand-
ing the integer parameter νρ(M) that we introduce in this paper, in a purely geometric way,
seems to be a natural question to consider to go further. It should be related in some sense to
a “stratification” of the moduli space, yet to be understood.
Overview of the paper and intermediate results. The paper is almost entirely dedicated
to the proof of our main result – only Section 6 is independent and examines the projective
limit when k → ∞. However several intermediate concepts and results appearing along the
way are interesting in themselves, even in the case of b ∈ {0, 1}. Here is a short overview of
our main contributions and a roadmap to our paper.
In Section 2 we introduce generalized branched coverings and their combinatorial counter-
parts, k-constellations. In Section 3 we introduce the notion of Measure of Non-Orientability
(MON) and the combinatorial decomposition, that together give rise to the b-weigths and
the parameter νρ(M). We also state that the generating function of generalized branched
coverings (or constellations) satisfies an explicit equation reflecting the combinatorial de-
composition. This is Theorem 3.10 page 15.
In Section 4.1 we prove the decomposition equation by analysing carefully the combina-
torial decomposition. As far as we know, this equation is interesting even for b = 0 as it
did not appear earlier in full generality. Section 4.2 contains the key idea of the paper: the
combinatorial operators appearing in the decomposition equation can alternatively be defined
by recursive commutation relations (Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 pages 22–23) or equivalently by
two Lax equations (Proposition 4.9). Proving this claim is the hardest part of the paper. Sec-
tion 4.3 sketches a combinatorial proof for b ∈ {0, 1}, which serves as an inspiration for the
general proof, given in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
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Section 5 deals with Jack polynomials and shows that the function τ (k)b is annihilated by
the operators constructed in the previous section. This makes the connection with generalized
branched coverings and constellations, and proves our main theorem. Interestingly, and as
far as we know, this proof is also new in the classical case b = 0: it is the first proof of
the Schur function expansion of the generating function of coverings that does not rely on
representation theory. The same is true of course for b = 1.
In Section 6 we show how to take a projective limit of our results in order to build a non-
orientable, b-weighted, analogue of the weighted Hurwitz numbers. All results of the paper
are extended to this setting, including b-weights, decomposition equations, b-polynomiality.
In Section 6.3 we study the case of (simple or double) b-weighted Hurwitz numbers, which
correspond to the case where all branch points except the first two are simple. We prove a
deformed version of the Cut-And-Join equation, and piecewise polynomiality. In Section 6.4
we discuss dessins d’enfants and β-ensembles, and we make a detailed account of the b- and
Matching-Jack conjectures of Goulden and Jackson, and how they relate to our results. In
Section 6.5 we discuss monotone Hurwitz numbers and the HCIZ integral.
Finally, the appendix contains the proof of two lemmas relying on computations that
present no difficulty, but are included for completeness.
2. COVERINGS, MAPS, AND CONSTELLATIONS
In this section we quickly review branched coverings before introducing their non-orientable
generalization. We then introduce k-constellations as a combinatorial model for them.
2.1. Branched coverings. Let S be a surface, that is to say a compact, two dimensional,
real manifold. By the classification theorem a connected surface S is uniquely determined by
its Euler characteristic χS ≥ −2 (or, equivalently, its genus gS ∈ 12N given by χS = 2− 2gS)
together with the information whether S is orientable or not. For two surfaces S1,S2 we call
a continuous map
f : S1 → S2
a branched covering (also known as ramified covering or branched cover) of S2 by S1 if every
point s ∈ S2 has an open neighborhood U 3 s such that f−1(U) is a union of disjoint open
sets V1 . . . , V`, for some ` ≥ 1, such that on each Vi the map f is topologically equivalent to
the complex map z → zpi for some positive integer pi (with s corresponding to 0 ∈ C). For
each s ∈ S2, we can reorder the multiset {p1, . . . , p`} to form a partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λ`) of
length `, that is a sequence of integers such that λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ` > 0. This partition, denoted
by λ(s), is called the ramification profile over s, or profile over s for short. When the surfaces
are connected, the size n = λ1 + · · ·+λ` of the partition λ(s) does not depend on the point s,
and it is called the degree of the covering. In particular, it is equal to the number of preimages
of a generic point of S2. The integer ` which is the length of the partition λ(s) is called the
multiplicity of s.
There are finitely many points s1 . . . , sk ∈ S2 of multiplicity smaller than the degree –
they are called critical values, or ramification points. The multiset {λ(s1), . . . , λ(sk)} of
profiles over all ramification points is called the full profile of the covering f . Sometimes the
ramification points will be numbered from 1 to k, in which case the full profile will be defined
as the ordered k-tuple (λ(s1), . . . , λ(sk)). We will (classically) allow the partitions λ(si) to be
equal to [1n], i.e. we allow “trivial ramification points”. We say that two branched coverings
f1 : S1 → S, f2 : S1 → S are equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism φ : S1 → S2 such
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that f2 = f1 ◦φ. When ramification points of f1 and f2 are numbered we additionally require
φ to preserve this numbering.
2.2. Generalized branched coverings. When f : S1 → S2 is a branched covering and S2
is orientable, then necessarily S1 is orientable. This is the case in particular when S2 is the
sphere S2. We will now generalize the definition of branched coverings to allow arbitrary
surfaces as the covering space of the sphere.
Let S be a surface. We let piS : S˜ → S be the orientation double cover of S, and we let
σ : S˜ → S˜ be the corresponding involution of S˜, so that S ≡ S˜/σ. We also define S2+ and
S2− as the upper and the lower hemisphere, respectively, (with the equator ∂S2+ = ∂S2− as
common boundary) and the natural projection p : S2 → S2+ identifying both hemispheres.
Definition 2.1. Let f : S → S2+ be a continuous map, which (restricting its domain) is a
covering of S2+ \ ∂S2+. We say that f is a generalized branched covering of the sphere if there
exists a branched covering of the sphere f˜ : S˜ → S2 such that
f ◦ piS = p ◦ f˜ .(4)
We say that two generalized branched coverings f : S → S2+ and f ′ : S ′ → S2+ are equivalent
if the branched coverings f˜ and f˜ ′ are equivalent.
When the covering space is orientable, generalized branched coverings are in natural bijec-
tion with branched coverings. Indeed, when S is orientable the associated orientation double
cover is simply S˜ = S unionmulti S, and the mapping f˜ : S˜ → S2 subject to f ◦ piS = p ◦ f˜ is deter-
mined by its behaviour on a single copy of S. Therefore f = p ◦ f˜ , where f˜ is a branched
covering of the sphere by S and we conclude by using the fact that for a given f the corre-
sponding branched covering f˜ is unique (up to equivalence). This uniqueness will be proved
in Proposition 2.3.
We will be interested in enumerative properties of the generalized branched coverings of
the sphere S2. First note that for a generalized branched covering f : S → S2+ and for
each s ∈ S2, if s is a ramification point of f˜ , then necessarily s lies on the equator ∂S2+
(note the assumption that f restricts to a covering of S2+ \ ∂S2+, and not to a branched cov-
ering). The profile of the associated branched covering f˜ over s is a partition of the form
[2]λ = (λ1, λ1, λ2, λ2, . . . , λ`, λ`) ` 2n for some partition λ ` n. We will call p(s) ∈ S2+
a ramification point of f . We denote the partition λ by λ(s) and we will call it the pro-
file over s. The full profile of the generalized branched covering is given by the multiset
{λ(s) : s is a ramification point}. As before, if ramification points are numbered, the full
profile will be an ordered tuple, and we may allow trivial ramification points. Also, when
ramification points are numbered, the equivalence between f˜ and f˜ ′ in Definition 2.1 is un-
derstood between branched coverings with numbered ramification points. The integer n,
which is half the degree of the branched covering f˜ , is called the degree of the generalized
branched covering f . All these definitions are compatible with the standard definitions in the
case where S is orientable, via the natural bijection of the previous paragraph.
2.3. Maps and constellations. The problem of counting branched coverings of the sphere
is equivalent to counting certain embedded graphs called maps, that we now define. An
embedding of a graph (possibly with multiple edges) into a surface which cuts it into simply
connected pieces (called faces) is called a map. We consider maps up to homeomorphisms of
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i
i+1
i+1
i+1
i−1
i−1
(a)
0
1
1
1
2
2
3
2
1
0
(b)
Figure 1. Left: the local constraints around a vertex of colour i ∈ (0, k).
Right: a rooted 3-constellation, in ribbon-graph representation.
surfaces. A small neighborhood of an edge around a vertex is called a half-edge and a small
neighborhood of a vertex delimited by two consecutive half-edges is called a corner. It is
convenient to represent a map by its ribbon graph, which is the surface with boundary made
by a small neighbourhood of the graph on the surface it embeds in (see Fig. 1–Right).
Lando and Zvonkine introduced in their book [LZ04] a particular set of vertex-coloured
maps, subject to local coloring constraints, called constellations, that are in bijection with
branched coverings of the sphere S2. The constellation associated to a covering f : S → S2
with k+ 2 numbered ramification points, is the map on S formed by the preimage of a “base
graph” drawn on the sphere going through some of these points. The standard choice of
base graph is a star centered at a generic point, and connected in cyclic order to the points
numbered 0, 1, . . . , k. These maps satisfy some simple local colouring constraints that fully
characterize them. Different choices of base graph lead to different definitions which are
easily seen to be equivalent, see e.g. [LZ04, Figure 1.34] or [BMS00, ACEH20].
To construct generalized constellations we will use a similar principle but it will be im-
portant to choose a base graph that does not depend on an orientation of the sphere. For this
reason we will use a path going through the branchpoints rather than a star, see Fig. 2. We
leave to combinatorialist readers the pleasure of designing a direct bijection, in the orientable
case, between the model we introduce and the one of [LZ04].
Definition 2.2 (Constellation). Let k ≥ 1 be an integer. A k-constellation is a map, equipped
with a coloring of its vertices with colors in {0, 1, 2, . . . , k}, such that
(1) each vertex colored by 0 (k, respectively) has only neighbours of color 1 (k − 1
respectively),
(2) for any 0 < i < k and for any vertex v colored by i, each corner of v separates
vertices colored by i− 1 and i+ 1.
The degree of a face in a k-constellation is the number of corners of colour 0 it contains,
which is the same as the number of corners of colour k, and as half the number of corners
of any other colour. The size of a constellation M is its number of corners of colour 0 and
is denoted by |M|. A constellation of size n is labelled if its corners of colour 0 are labelled
with the integers from 1 to n, and if each such corner carries an (arbitrary) orientation. A
constellation is rooted if it is equipped with a distinguished oriented corner of colour 0,
called the root (if the constellation is already labelled, the orientation of the root corner is
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0
1
1
2
−1
−1
0
0
1
1
1 1
2
2−1
S
S2 P
0
1
2
−1
S2+
P0
1
2
−1
S˜
piS
p
f˜f
Figure 2. The correspondence between generalized branched coverings and
constellations in the case of k + 2 = 4 ramification points. The base graph P ,
which is a path, and the corresponding constellations are drawn in fat black.
Blue lines give the triangulations described in the proof of Proposition 2.3. On
this example, S˜ is the sphere and S is the projective plane.
already given, but for unlabelled maps, this orientation is part of the information given by
the rooting). The root vertex (or face, respectively) is the vertex (or face) incident to the root
corner. The color of an edge is the pair {i, j} formed by the colors of its two endpoints.
The full profile of a k-constellation is the k + 2-tuple (λ−1, λ0, λ1, . . . , λk), where λ−1 is the
partition encoding face degrees and λi is the partition encoding degrees of vertices of colour i.
We can now state the correspondence between coverings and constellations. The proof
uses a classical result in the orientable case.
Proposition 2.3 (see Fig. 2-Left). Let k ≥ 1 be an integer and let f : S → S2+ be a gen-
eralized branched covering of the sphere with k + 2 branchpoints as in Definition 2.1, with
ramification points monotonically numbered from −1 to k along the equator ∂S2+. Let P be
a path on the equator going through the points 0, 1, . . . , k in this order. Then the preimage
f−1(P ) ⊂ S is a k-constellation on S.
This construction gives a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of gen-
eralized branched coverings of the sphere with k + 2 monotonically numbered ramification
points and full profile (λ−1, λ0, λ1, . . . , λk), and k-constellations with the same full profile.
Proof. The fact that the embedded graph f−1(P ) on S satisfies the local constraints of con-
stellations (with vertex colours given by the pull-back of the numbering of ramification
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points) is clear. The fact that it is a well-defined map comes from the fact that each region de-
limited by this graph on S retracts to the neighbourhood of a preimage of the branchpoint−1.
Each such neighbourhood is homeomorphic to a disk by definition of a generalized branched
covering. We need to prove that f−1(P ) gives the same constellation for equivalent general-
ized coverings. First note that P is naturally identified with p−1(P ), since p is the identity on
∂S2+ = S2+ ∩ S2−, so we will denote both paths simply by P . In particular, using (4) we have
f˜−1(P ) = (pf˜)−1(P ) = (fpiS)−1(P ), which does not depend on the choice of f˜ . This means
that the constellation f˜−1(P ) on S˜ is determined by f . It is a standard fact in the orientable
case (see [LZ04, Chapter 1], adapted to our slightly different choice of base graph) that the
constellation f˜−1(P ) determines f˜ uniquely up to equivalence. Now, let f and g be equiva-
lent generalized coverings, and consider the (unique up to equivalence) associated branched
coverings f˜ , g˜. By definition f˜ and g˜ are equivalent, therefore f˜−1(P ) and g˜−1(P ) are the
same constellations. Using (4) again shows that f−1(P ) = piS(f˜−1(P )) (and the analogue
statement for g), therefore the two constellations f−1(P ) and g−1(P ) are also the same, as
we wanted to prove.
Now let M be a constellation of S. Then M˜ = pi−1S (M) is a map on the orientable surface
S˜. Using the standard arguments of the orientable case [LZ04, Chapter 1] (adapted again to
our choice of base graph), we can construct from M˜ a branched covering f˜ : S˜ → S2 as
follows. Triangulate S2 by triangles with vertices given by the ramification points labeled by
−1, i, i − 1 for i ∈ [1..k]. In this way, we obtain k triangles on the upper hemisphere S2+
and k corresponding (through p) triangles on the lower hemisphere, and such that the equator
S2+ ∩ S2− is a cycle (1, 0, . . . , k), see Fig. 2. Triangulate each face of M by putting a new
vertex −1 inside each face and connecting it to all the corners of the corresponding face.
Pick an orientation on S˜ to send triangles with the set of vertices −1, i, i − 1 visited in this
order to the corresponding triangle in S2+ and visited in the reverse order to the corresponding
triangle in S2−. Note that applying piS to the triangulation of S˜ we obtain a triangulation of S,
which allows us to construct f by sending triangles of the form−1, i, i−1 into corresponding
triangles in S2+. The compatibility relation f ◦ piS = p ◦ f˜ is satisfied since the triangulations
of S2+ and S2− are identified by p.
The fact that the two constructions are inverse of each other, and that the full profile is
preserved, is direct by construction. 
We remark that the Euler characteristic χ(S) of the covering surface can be recovered from
the full profile (λ−1, . . . , λk) via the Riemann-Hurwitz/Euler formula:
χ(S) = 2n−
k∑
i=−1
(n− `(λi)).(5)
Indeed, this formula is true for branched coverings and by construction this immediately im-
plies that it holds for general branched coverings as well. We remark that (5) only involves
the length of each partition λi. In this paper we will enumerate generalized branched cover-
ings of the sphere without controlling the full profile, but with enough control to keep track
of these lengths, hence of the Euler characteristic of the underlying surface.
Remark 1. Now that the correspondence between generalized branched coverings and con-
stellations is established, in the rest of the paper, we will work with k-constellations, which
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ρ(M, e) = 1
e e˜e
ρ(M, e) + ρ(M˜, e˜) = 1 + b
M MM˜
1(a): 1(b): 1(c):
e
M
ρ(M, e) = 1
M
e
ρ(M, e) = b
Figure 3. The main axioms of MONs.
are more convenient to enumerative purposes. The theorem stated in the introduction (The-
orem 1.1) will be proved in the language of constellations (Theorem 5.10). The sum over
rooted coverings f in this theorem is understood as the sum over rooted constellations (M, c)
in (53). The integer parameter νρ(f) in that theorem is understood as the parameter νρ(M, c)
that we introduce in the next section, while the quantities |f |, κ(f), vi(f) in the theorem are
understood respectively as the quantities |M|, κ(M, c), vi(M) defined in Section 2.
Remark 2. Some authors may prefer to call (k+1)-constellations what we call k-constellations
here. This is related to the fact that in our main function (2) we have two sets of “time” pa-
rameters p and q. In many applications one studies the specialization qi = 1i=1, which on
coverings corresponds to the case where the second marked ramification point is trivial (this
is the same as viewing single Hurwitz numbers as special cases of double ones). Among these
two natural choices of terminology, we kept the one that was shorter and more convenient for
our purposes.
We conclude this section by introducing the notion of duality.
Definition 2.4. Duality is the involution on k-constellations defined as follows. Given a k-
constellation M, add a new vertex of colour −1 inside each face and link it by a new edge to
all corners of label k. Then remove all vertices of M of colour 0 and edges incident to them.
Finally, exchange colours −1↔ 0 and k + 1− i↔ i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The map M˜ thus
obtained is called the dual of M.
The fact that duality is an involution is clear from the interpretation on coverings, since it
can be interpreted as a reflection of S2+ together with a renumbering of ramification points.
There is a natural correspondence between corners of colour 0 in M and M˜, which enables
to lift duality at the level of labelled and/or rooted objects.
3. MON’S AND THE b-DEFORMED DECOMPOSITION EQUATION
3.1. MON’s and weights. Our way to assign a b-dependent weight to a map proceeds by
repeated edge-deletions. The weight attached to each deletion depends on a number of ar-
bitrary choices subject to suitable axioms, encompassed by the concept of measure of non-
orientability.
Definition 3.1 (MON; see Fig. 3). A measure of non-orientability (MON) is a function ρ(·, ·)
with value inQ[b] that associates to a vertex-colored mapM and an edge e inM, some value
ρ(M, e) and that satisfies the following properties.
(1) Let N := M \ {e} and let c1, c2 be the two corners delimited by the endpoints of e
in N.
(a) If c1, c2 belong to two distinct connected components of N, then ρ(M, e) = 1.
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j
(j + 1)
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M ∪ {ei} M ∪ {e˜i+1}
Figure 4. A coherent MON: ρ(M ∪ {ei}, ei) + ρ(M ∪ {e˜i+1}, e˜i+1) = (1 + b).
(b) If c1, c2 belong to the same connected component of N but to two different faces,
then let e˜ be the other edge that could be added to N between these corners to
form a new map M˜. Then ρ(M, e) + ρ(M˜, e˜) = 1 + b.
(c) If c1, c2 belong to the same face of N, then ρ(M, e) = 1 if e splits this face
into two faces (“untwisted diagonal)” and ρ(M, e) = b otherwise (“twisted
diagonal”).
(2) the value of ρ(M, e) depends only on the connected component of M containing e.
If e1, e2, . . . , ei are edges of M, we will denote
ρ(M; e1, . . . , ei) := ρ(M, e1)ρ(M \ {e1}, e2) . . . ρ(M \ {e1, . . . , ei−1}, ei).
This quantity in general depends on the ordering of the edges e1, . . . , ei. We will also use the
notation ρ(M;L) where L = (e1, . . . , ei) is an ordered list of edges.
Our main results also require us to define integral and coherent MONs.
Definition 3.2 (Integral MON, Coherent MON; see Fig. 4). A MON ρ is integral if ρ(M, e)
belongs to {1, b} for any M and e, and if the following is true: for every every pair (M, e)
which is in case (1)(b) of Definition 3.1 and such that M is orientable, we have ρ(M, e) = 1
and ρ(M˜, e˜) = b, in the notation of Definition 3.1.
A MON ρ is coherent if for any colored map M, for any corner c of M of color j, and
for any face f of M having an even number of corners of color j + 1, the following is true.
Choose an arbitrary orientation of f , and number c1, . . . , c2d the corners of color j + 1 in f .
Also choose an arbitrary orientation for c. For i ∈ [1..2d] let ei, e˜i be the two possible edges
connecting c to ci, where ei is the one that respect the corner orientations, and e˜i is its twist.
Then for any i:
ρ(M ∪ {ei}, ei) + ρ(M ∪ {e˜i+1}, e˜i+1) = (1 + b).
The idea of using MON’s or their variants already appeared in previous works on the b-
conjecture at least since Lacroix [La 09] (see also [DFS14, Doł17]). Here we have added
Axiom (2) which is necessary for the generating function arguments in the next section.
Note also that previous authors only consider what we call here integral MON’s. Although
considering non-integrals MON’s is not needed strictly speaking for this paper, we believe
that this is natural and may be useful for further developments (see Remark 3 below).
It is easy to see that MONs exist and to construct them. In fact, we have
Lemma 3.3. There exist MONs that are both coherent and integral.
Proof. The only choices that we have to make to construct a MON are the values of ρ(M, e)
and ρ(M˜, e˜) for pairs (M, e) that are in case 1(b) of Definition 3.1. Indeed, all other values are
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Figure 5. The 3-constellation of Fig. 1. The right-path (e1, e2, e3) of the (ori-
ented) root is shown in (bold) red. In (dotted) green, we show the right-path
(f1, f2, f3) of the same corner but with opposite orientation.
imposed by the axioms. If we only wanted to respect Axiom (1), we could choose these values
arbitrarily in {1, b}. Here we also have to be careful to perform these choices simultaneously
to respect Axiom (2) and to ensure coherence and integrality. For this we adapt the arguments
of [Doł17, Section 5.1] to our settings.
We first equip every connected vertex-coloured map with a fixed orientation of all its faces,
given by a global orientation if the surface is orientable, and chosen arbitrarily for each face
otherwise. Given an edge e in a vertex-coloured map M such that the pair (M, e) is in case
1(b) of Definition 3.1, we let N be the connected component of M containing e. Removing
e from N creates a smaller map with two marked corners. We let ρ(M, e) = 1 if the edge e
respects the fixed orientation of these corners, and ρ(M, e) = b otherwise. By construction
this choice respects Axiom (2). Coherence is clear, because the edges ei and e˜i+1 in Defini-
tion 3.2 have opposite conventional orientations along their faces and therefore are associated
with the two values 1 and b (in some order). The fact that this MON is integral comes from the
fact that we have chosen the orientation of faces from a global surface orientation whenever
the map is orientable. 
Remark 3. We can construct a MON by choosing the two values in case 1(b) of Definition 3.1
to be both equal to (1 + b)/2. We obtain a MON denoted by ρSYM , which is not integral, but
is coherent. Introducing ρSYM is not necessary, strictly speaking, to prove the results of this
paper, but it played a role in our discovery of the “heuristic proofs” given in Section 4.4. Also,
since we prove in this paper that the b-weighted enumeration of constellations is independent
of the choice of a coherent MON (Corollary 3.12 page 16), it is natural to expect that further
works on the subject use the possibility to work with the coherent MON ρSYM , which is
simple and canonical.
3.2. Right-paths and the combinatorial decomposition.
Definition 3.4 (Right-path). (see Fig. 5) Let M be a k-constellation and c be an oriented
corner of color 0 in M, lying in some face f . The sequence of k edges e1, e2, . . . , ek that
follow c around f , in the orientation of c, is called the right-path of c. Note that the edge ei
has color {i− 1, i}.
From the local coloring constraints that define k-constellations, we clearly have:
Lemma 3.5. If M is a k-constellation and P is a right-path in M, then M \ P is again a
k-constellation (with possibly more connected components than M).
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We now introduce the combinatorial decomposition1which consists in removing right-
paths recursively from a connected k-constellation until the whole map has been exhausted.
In this definition we assume that some underlying MON ρ has been fixed.
Definition 3.6 (Combinatorial decomposition). Let (M, c) be a rooted connected k-constellation.
The combinatorial decomposition of (M, c) is the recursive algorithm defined as follows:
• We let M0 = M and we let c0 := c;
• For each i from 1 to m, we let Pi = (e(i)1 , e(i)2 , . . . , e(i)k ) be the right-path of the corner
ci−1 in Mi−1. We let Mi := Mi−1 \ Pi. For i < m we let ci be the oriented corner
induced by ci−1 in the map Mi.
• We let L be the ordered list of edges
L = (e
(1)
1 , e
(1)
2 , . . . , e
(1)
k , e
(2)
1 , e
(2)
2 , . . . , e
(2)
k , . . . , . . . , e
(m)
1 , e
(m)
2 , . . . , e
(m)
k ).
We say that the weight ρ(M;L) has been collected by the algorithm.
• If the map Mm is empty, then stop. If it is not, let M(1), . . . ,M(i) be its connected
components, each rooted at the first corner of colour 0 following the last corner from
which an edge was deleted in the execution of the algorithm. Let M˜(1), . . . , M˜(i) be
their dual maps.
• Run recursively the algorithm on each of the maps M˜(1), . . . , M˜(i).
The need to alternate between primal and dual maps in the decomposition may seem un-
natural to the reader. As we will see, it comes from the fact that the differential equations we
use to make the connection with Jack polynomials mix two sets of differential variables (p
and q, see Proposition 5.8).
Definition 3.7. Fix a MON ρ, and let (M, c) be a rooted connected k-constellation. We
define the weight ~ρ(M, c) of (M, c) as the product of all the weights collected during the
combinatorial decomposition of (M, c).
Definition-Lemma 3.8. Let ρ be an integral MON, and let (M, c) be a connected rooted
k-constellation. Then we have
~ρ(M, c) = bνρ(M,c),
where νρ(M, c) is a nonnegative integer, which is zero if and only if M is orientable.
Proof. The fact that ~ρ(M, c) is a monomial is a direct consequence of the definitions. The
fact that νρ(M, c) is zero if and only if M is orientable follows from the fact that it is ori-
entable if and only if the weight 1 (instead of b) is collected at each step of the combinatorial
decomposition, which is clear by inspecting all cases in the definition of a MON. 
1Along the years more and more complicated algorithms to decompose rooted maps by edge deletion were
found, and the present example may be the most complicated to date. Sometimes the name “Tutte decomposi-
tion” is used generically for them, here we prefer “combinatorial decomposition”. Tutte’s original work [Tut62]
dealt with planar maps. Lehman and Walsh [WL72] were the first to write a decomposition for the case of
higher genera, and many works followed in the context of enumeration of orientable or non-orientable maps,
see e.g. [BC91, Gao93]. A combinatorial decomposition for k-constellations in the orientable case appears
in Fang’s PhD thesis [Fan16] in the case were one only tracks the face degrees (and not vertices of colour
0). The decomposition presented in this paper contains these examples as special cases. The equations ob-
tained by analyzing these decompositions are often called Tutte equations, but we prefer to use “decomposition
equations” below, see Section 3.4. In the context of mathematical physics, similar equations are often called
Dyson-Schwinger equations or loop equations, see e.g. [LZ04, Eyn16], although not all loop equations directly
reflect a combinatorial decomposition, see e.g. [ACEH20].
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3.3. b-weights and p·q·u·y·-markings. In this paper we will consider generating functions
of constellations, and we will be able to keep track of many parameters of these combinatorial
objects in our formulas. In order to make our discussions as clear and readable as possible,
we fix some terminology and notation now.
To a constellation M (possibly rooted, or labelled), we will associate several sorts of
“weights”:
• a b-weight, which is a quantity in Q[b], a priori dependent on the choice of an under-
lying MON ρ. Example of b-weights are the quantities ~ρ(M, c) or bνρ(M,c) defined
above. We will restrict the word weight to these quantities.
• a monomial weight in the variables pi, qi, ui, yi, which serves as a marking keeping
track of parameters of the map, such as the face or vertex degrees. To avoid con-
fusion with the b-weights we will use the word marking instead of weight for these
quantities.
For the rest of this paper we fix indeterminates b, p = (pi)i≥1, q = (qi)i≥1, y = (yi)i≥0,
u = (ui)i≥1. If M is a constellation we denote by cc(M) its number of connected compo-
nents, and by F (M) the set of its faces. For i ≥ 0 we denote by Vi(M) the set of vertices
of color i and by vi(M) its cardinality. Recall also that |M| is the size, i.e. the number of
corners of colour 0, of M.
Definition 3.9 (Markings). Let M be a k-constellation. The marking of M is the monomial
κ(M) :=
∏
f∈F (M)
pdeg(f)
∏
v∈V0(M)
qdeg(v)
k∏
i=1
u
vi(M)
i .(6)
Let (M, c) be a rooted k-constellation, and fc be its root face. The marking of (M, c) is the
monomial
~κ(M, c) := ydeg(fc)
∏
f∈F (M)\{fc}
pdeg(f)
∏
v∈V0(M)
qdeg(v)
k∏
i=1
u
vi(M)
i =
ydeg(fc)
pdeg(fc)
κ(M).
In other words, our marking uses variables pi to record a non-root face of degree i, qi to
record a vertex of colour 0 and degree i, variables ui to record a vertex of color i, and yi to
record the fact that the root face has degree i.
3.4. Generating functions of connected maps and the decomposition equations. Let ρ
be a MON. We let ~Hρ(t;p,q,y, u1, . . . , uk) be the multivariate generating function of rooted
connected k-constellations given by the formula
(7) ~Hρ(t;p,q,y, u1, . . . , uk) :=
∑
n≥1
∑
(M,c)
tn~ρ(M, c)~κ(M, c),
where the second sum is taken over rooted connected (unlabelled) k-constellations of size n.
Formally ~Hρ is viewed as formal power series in t, with coefficients that are polynomials in
the variables yi, pi, qi, ui, with coefficients in Q(b), that is
~Hρ ∈ Q(b)[y,p,q, u1, . . . , uk][[t]].
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For m ≥ 1, we also denote by ~H [m]ρ the contribution to ~Hρ of maps whose root vertex has
degree m
(8) ~H [m]ρ (t;p,q,y, u1, . . . , uk) := q
−1
m
∑
n≥1
∑
(M,c)
deg vc=m
tn~ρ(M, c)~κ(M, c),
where the second sum is now taken over rooted connected (unlabelled) k-constellations of
size n whose root vertex vc has degree m. Note that we do not count the root vertex in the
marking (hence the factor q−1m ). By definition one has:
~Hρ =
∑
m≥1
qm · ~H [m]ρ .
We also consider the variant where the root face is marked with p-variables, namely
H [m]ρ = ΘY ~H
[m]
ρ = q
−1
m
∑
n≥1
∑
(M,c)
deg vc=m
tn~ρ(M, c)κ(M),
with
ΘY :=
∑
i≥1
pi
∂
∂yi
.(9)
Finally, we let pi be the operator that exchanges the sets of variables p↔ q and ui ↔ uk+1−i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and we let
H˜ [m]ρ := piH
[m]
ρ .(10)
Note that, by applying duality, we have
H˜ [m]ρ := p
−1
m
∑
n≥1
∑
(M,c)
deg fc=m
tn~ρ(M˜, c˜)κ(M),(11)
where the second sum is now taken over rooted connected (unlabelled) k-constellations of
size n whose root face has degree m. Note that in this sum the b-weight is computed on the
dual rooted map (M˜, c˜) of (M, c), and that we used that κ(M˜) = piκ(M).
We will now state a set of equations (which we call “decomposition equations”) that char-
acterizes these functions. We first need to define some operators:
ΛY := (1 + b)
∑
i,j≥1
yi+j−1
i∂2
∂pi∂yj−1
+
∑
i,j≥1
yi−1pj
∂
∂yi+j−1
+ b ·
∑
i≥0
yi
i∂
∂yi
,
Y+ :=
∑
i≥0
yi+1
∂
∂yi
.
Theorem 3.10 (Decomposition equations). Let ρ be any coherent MON. Then the family of
generating series ~H [m]ρ ≡ ~H [m]ρ (t;p,q,y, u1, . . . , uk) satisfies the following set of equations,
for m ≥ 1:
(12) ~H [m]ρ = t
m ·
(
Y+
k∏
l=1
(
ΛY + ul +
∑
i,j≥1
yj+i−1H˜ [i]ρ
∂
∂yj−1
))m
(y0).
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Corollary 3.11. Let ρ be any coherent MON. Then the family of generating series (H [m]ρ )m≥1
is fully characterized by the following set of equations, for m ≥ 1:
(13) H [m]ρ (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) = t
m ·ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
l=1
(
ΛY + ul +
∑
i,j≥1
yj+i−1H˜ [i]ρ
∂
∂yj−1
))m
(y0),
together with (10).
Proof of the corollary. Equation (12) implies (13) by applying the operator ΘY to both sides.
It is clear that this set of equations characterizes the functions since coefficients can be com-
puted inductively from the equations, order by order in t. 
In particular, we observe that
Corollary 3.12. The functions ~Hρ, H
[m]
ρ , H˜
[m]
ρ do not depend on the coherent MON ρ.
3.5. Unconnected functions. Let us consider the function ΘY ~Hρ of rooted connected con-
stellations. We let Fρ be the function defined by
(1 + b)t
∂
∂t
lnFρ = ΘY ~Hρ,(14)
and we note that by Corollary 3.12 it does not depend on the coherent MON ρ. Equivalently,
let us consider the following antiderivative of ΘY ~Hρ:
Hρ :=
∑
n≥1
1
n
∑
(M,c)
tn~ρ(M, c)κ(M),
where the second sum is taken over rooted connected (unlabelled) k-constellations of size n.
Then the series Fρ is defined by
Fρ = exp
1
1 + b
Hρ.
We now want to give a combinatorial interpretation to coefficients of Fρ. Because each
connected rooted constellation has n!2n−1 different labellings, we can also write
Hρ =
∑
n≥1
1
n
∑
(M,c)
tn
2n−1n!
~ρ(M, c)κ(M)
where the second sum is now taken over labelled and rooted connected k-constellations of
size n. This can also be rewritten
Hρ =
∑
n≥1
∑
M
tn
2n−1n!
κ(M) · Ec∈M[~ρ(M, c)],
where the second sum is now taken over labelled (but no more rooted) connected k-
constellations of size n, and where Ec∈M now denotes expectation with respect to a corner c
of colour 0 chosen uniformly at random among those of M.
Definition 3.13. Define the weight of a labelled connected constellation M as ρ˜(M) :=
Ec∈M[~ρ(M, c)]. Extend this definition multiplicatively to unconnected constellations.
Because ρ˜(M) is multiplicative on connected components by definition, and κ(M) and
2n|M|−cc(M) also are, the generating function Fρ = exp 11+bHρ can be directly interpreted as
the generating function of unconnected objects with these markings. More precisely:
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Theorem 3.14. The generating function Fρ ≡ Fρ(t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) defined by (14) is given
by the expansion:
Fρ := 1 +
∑
n≥1
∑
M
tn
2n−cc(M)n!
ρ˜(M)κ(M)
(1 + b)cc(M)
,(15)
where the second sum is taken over labelled k-constellations of size n, connected or not.
Remark 4. We will prove (Theorem 5.10) that Fρ is in fact equal to the function τ
(k)
b defined
in (2). Thus the last theorem gives an explicit interpretation of the coefficients of τ (k)b . We
will also show (Lemma 5.7) that Fρ = τ
(k)
b satisfies the following equation
m
qm∂
∂qm
Fρ(t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) = ΘY t
m · qm ·
(
Y+
k∏
l=1
(ΛY + ul)
)m y0
1 + b
Fρ(t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk),
(16)
and similarly, in Corollary 5.9, we will show that
m
∂
∂qm
Hρ = H
[m]
ρ .
This equation has the following interpretation. Fix a monomialm = pλqµuv11 . . . u
vk
k such that
the number of parts in µ equal to m is nonzero, and that there exists at least one connected
k-constellation with marking m. Then, if M denotes a random connected k-constellation
such that κ(M) = m, chosen uniformly at random, one has
EMEc∈M[~ρ(M, c)] = EMEc∈M[~ρ(M, c)| deg vc = m].
This “symmetry” is not directly apparent on the combinatorial model.
Remark 5 (Other relations and deformed Virasoro constraints). In the special cases of b ∈
{0, 1} we can obtain other equations, which do not involve differential operators with respect
to the variables (qi)i≥1. Indeed, it is easy to see that for b ∈ {0, 1}, the coefficient of y` in
~Fρ(p,q,y;u1, . . . , uk) is equal to `∂∂p`Fρ(p,q;u1, . . . , uk). Therefore for b ∈ {0, 1} we get
`∂
∂p`
Fρ = [y`]
∑
m≥1
tm · qm ·
(
Y+
k∏
l=1
(ΛY + ul)
)m y0
1 + b
Fρ,(17)
where [y`] is coefficient extraction. In the special case qi = δ1,i and k = 2, this equation is
precisely the `-th Virasoro constraint for dessins d’enfants for b = 0 (or its non-orientable
generalisation for b = 1), see [KZ15]. In the general case, possible b-analogues of the dif-
ferential equations (17) and their links with the Virasoro algebra and its central extensions
deserve further interest and will be studied in further works.
4. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS: PARTIAL RIGHT-PATHS AND COMMUTATION RELATIONS
4.1. Interpretation of the operator ΛY and proof of the decomposition equation. To
prove the decomposition equation, we will show that each k-constellation can be constructed
from smaller ones by adding edges one by one, thus working with intermediate objects that
do not fully satisfy the constraints defining k-constellations.
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Figure 6. A partial right-path as in Definition 4.1. Black edges belong to a k-
constellation N, and red edges form a partial right-path Pj . In the case j = k,
the color j + 1 should be replaced by j − 1 = k − 1 on the illustration.
Definition 4.1 (Partial right-path; see Fig. 6). Let N be a k-constellation and j ∈ [0..k].
Assume that Mj is a map formed by adding a sequence of new edges Pj = (e1, e2, . . . , ej)
to N (possibly also using some new vertices of color i for i ∈ [0..j]), and assume that Mj is
rooted at some oriented corner c0 of color 0, incident to e1, such that:
• the edge ei has color (i− 1, i), for i ∈ [1..j];
• starting from c0 and following the tour of the face f0 containing it in Mj , we follow
the sequence of edges e1, e2, . . . , ej in this order;
• For i < j, the vertex of color i on Pj satisfies the local constraints of a k-constellation
in the map Mj .
• the vertex of Mj that follows ej coming from c0 has color j − 1.
Then we say that Pj is a partial right-path of length j for N.
The following is clear from definitions:
Lemma 4.2. If P = (e1, . . . , ek) is a partial right-path of length k for N, starting at some
corner c0, then N ∪ P is a k-constellation, and P is the right-path of c0 in N ∪ P .
We will now construct operators that “build” partial right-paths, but for this we first have
to define what markings we associate to the intermediate objects that are not exactly k-
constellations.
Definition 4.3 (Markings for partial right-paths). LetN be a constellation and Pj be a partial
right-path of length j for N, of root corner c0 and root vertex v0. We define the marking
κˆ(N ∪ Pj, c0) of the “intermediate” constellation N ∪ Pj as for usual rooted constellations,
except that when measuring the degree of faces, we do not count the root corner c0, and that
we do not count the factor qi corresponding to the root vertex. That is to say:
κˆ(N ∪ Pj, c0) := ydeg(f0)−1
∏
f∈F (N∪Pj)\{f0}
pdeg(f)
∏
v∈V0(M)\{v0}
qdeg(v)
k∏
i=1
u
vi(N∪Pj)
i ,
where f0 (resp. v0) is the face containing c0 (resp. the vertex incident to c0) in N ∪ Pj .
Note that when c0 is the only corner of color 0 in the face f0, then κˆ(N∪ Pj, c0) involves the
variable y0.
The following proposition says that the effect of the operator ΛY + uj is to extend the
length of a partial right-path by one unit.
Proposition 4.4 (Interpretation of ΛY ). Let N be a k-constellation, j ∈ [0..k − 1], and
Pj = (e1, . . . , ej) be a partial right-path for N. Assume that N ∪ Pj is connected. Let ρ be a
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coherent MON. Then
(ΛY + uj+1)κˆ(N ∪ Pj, c0) =
∑
ej+1
ρ(N ∪ Pj ∪ {ej+1}; ej+1)κˆ(N ∪ Pj ∪ {ej+1}, c0),
where the sum is taken over all possible additions of an edge ej+1 (possibly using a new
vertex of color j+ 1) such that (e1, . . . , ej, ej+1) is a partial right-path of length j+ 1 for N.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. In order to add the edge ej+1 to the partial path Pj , we should con-
nect the corner cj which follows ej on Pj , to some corner of color (j+ 1), by some new edge
ej+1. We can already note that after doing this, the colour constraints of k-constellations
around the vertex of colour j on Pj will automatically be satisfied, from the last property of
Definition 4.1.
We first remark that if cj+1 is a corner of color j + 1 in N incident to a vertex vj+1, there
are two different edges ej+1, e˜j+1 that can be added joining cj to cj+1, where one is the twist
of the other. We distinguish two cases:
• if j + 1 = k, then both (e1, . . . , ek−1, ek) and (e1, . . . , ek−1, e˜k) are (partial) right-paths for
N. Indeed, in this case there are no nontrivial colour constraints to satisfy.
• if j + 1 < k, then exactly one choice of e ∈ {ej+1e˜j+1} is such that (e1, . . . , ej, e) is a
partial right-path for N. Indeed, since N is a k-constellation the corner cj+1 in N ∪ Pj
is incident to two edges of color {j, j + 1} and {j + 1, j + 2}, and the last constraint in
Definition 4.1 requires that after following e along the path one reaches the edge of color
{j, j + 1}, which forces the choice of the twist. In this proof we will say that this choice
of e is the valid choice.
Then we observe that each vertex of Mj := N ∪ {Pj} satisfies the local constraints of a
k-constellation, except for the vertex of colour j on Pj . This implies that, in the map N ∪ Pj
each non-root face of degree d contains exactly 2d corners of label j + 1 if j + 1 < k, and d
corners of label k. The same is true for the root face provided we do not count the corner c0
in the degree. Let f be a face of Mj of degree d (or degree d+ 1 if f is the root-face). Orient
f arbitrarily and assume that j+ 1 < k. Let u1, . . . , u2d be the list of corners of color j+ 1 in
f , with respect to the chosen orientation. When following the tour of f , the labels of the two
corners visited before and after ui are either (j − 1, j + 1) or (j + 1, j − 1), and moreover,
corners of the two types alternate. For each such corner ui, if we want to create a new edge
ej+1 from cj to ui, only one possible twist of that new edge is a valid choice, and moreover,
the type of twist which is valid alternates with corners. This observation being recorded, let
us proceed with the proof by distinguishing some cases. There are several ways to create the
new edge ej+1:
(i) we create a new isolated vertex of color j + 1, linked by an edge to cj . This does not
contribute to the b-weight, and the contribution to the marking is uj+1.
(ii) we connect cj to a corner of color cj+1 in a non-root face f . If this chosen face has
degree d, the degree of the root face will increase by d. If j+1 < k, from the observation
recorded above, the 2d corners of color (j + 1) in the chosen face give rise to 2d valid
choices of edges whose twists alternate, and because ρ is coherent, the total weight of
these 2d possible additions sum up to
(1 + b) + (1 + b) + · · ·+ (1 + b) = d(1 + b).(18)
If j + 1 = k, there are d corners of color (j + 1) in the chosen face, and each of them
corresponds to two possible choices of edges ej+1 and e˜j+1, which are both valid choices.
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By Axiom 1(b) of Definition 3.1, the sum of contributions to the b-weight of adding ej+1
or e˜j+1 is (1 + b). The total contribution in this case is thus again d(1 + b).
Therefore both subcases of case (ii) the contribution is d(1 + b) where d is the degree
of f . We conclude that case (ii) is described by the operator:
(1 + b)
∑
a,d≥1
ya+d−1
d∂2
∂pd∂ya−1
(iii) we connect cj to a corner cj+1 of color j + 1 inside the root face, and we choose the
twist of the new edge so that we do not create any new face. Let (d + 1) be the degree
of the root face. If j + 1 < k, from the observation recorded above, only half of the 2d
such edges are valid choices. On the other hand if j + 1 = k, we have d such possible
edges and all of them are valid. Hence the number of possible choices is d in both cases.
Moreover the degree of the root face does not increase, and the corresponding b-weight
for each such choice is b by Axiom 1(c) of Definition 3.1. Therefore contribution for this
case is:
b ·
∑
d≥0
yd
d∂
∂yd
.
(iv) we connect cj to a corner cj+1 of color j + 1 inside the root face, and we twist the edge
so that we create a new face in addition to the root face. As before, if j + 1 < k only
half of the 2d corners of label j + 1 in that face are valid choices from the observation
above, and the d valid choices alternate around the root face with the d non-root corners
of color 0. Similarly if j + 1 = k, there are d valid choices that alternate around the root
face with the d non-root corners of color 0.
Therefore given i, j ≥ 1, if the root face has degree i+j, there is exactly one choice of
valid corner such that after adding the edge the new root face has degree i (and the newly
created face then has degree j). Moreover, the corresponding b-weight is 1 (Axiom 1(c)),
so the contribution for this case is:∑
i,j≥1
yi−1pj
∂
∂yi+j−1
.
By summing contributions of cases (ii)-(iii)-(iv), we recognize the definition of the opera-
tor ΛY , so the contribution of the four cases (i)-(ii)-(iii)-(iv) is ΛY + uj+1 and the proof is
complete. 
Remark 6. We required the MON to be coherent so that the second case of the decomposition
equation gave rise to the correct weight. One could imagine relaxing further the notion of
coherent MON to require only (18) to hold, rather than the stronger property that edges can
be grouped in pairs of weight (1 + b) each.
Remark 7. The assumption that N∪Pj is connected is not strictly needed to give an interpre-
tation of the operator ΛY +ui as adding an edge, but working with unconnected constellations
would require to use a more sophisticated marking taking into account the number of con-
nected components, in the spirit of (15). We will not need this discussion and prefer to avoid
it. We leave to the reader the task of giving a direct interpretation of (16) along these lines.
The following proposition is the counterpart of Proposition 4.4 for the case when the next
edge on the partial right-path joins to a new connected component.
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Proposition 4.5. Let N be a k-constellation, j ∈ [0..k − 1], and Pj = (e1, . . . , ej) be a
partial right-path for N. Assume that N ∪ Pj is connected. Let ρ be a coherent MON. Then(∑
i,j≥1
yj+i−1H˜ [i]ρ
∂
∂yj−1
)
κˆ(N ∪ Pj, c0)t|N|
=
∑
ej+1,N′
ρ(N′ ∪ Pj ∪ {ej+1}; ej+1)~ρ(N˜′′, c˜)κˆ(N′ ∪ Pj ∪ {ej+1}, c0)t|N′|,
where the sum is taken over all k-constellations N′ such that Pj+1 = (e1, . . . , ej, ej+1) is a
partial right-path of length j + 1 for N′, and such that removing ej+1 from the connected
map N′ ∪ Pj+1 disconnects it into two components such that the component containing Pj is
N ∪ Pj . In the sum, the other connected component is denoted by N′′ and it is rooted at the
first corner of colour 0 following the corner from which ej+1 was deleted, denoted by c. We
denote by (N˜′′, c˜) the dual of the rooted map (N′′, c).
Proof. In order to build a map N′ as in the statement of the proposition, we should connect
the corner cj which follows ej on Pj , to some corner of color (j + 1) in some new connected
k-constellation N′′, by adding some new edge ej+1 to a corner cj+1 of N′′. As in the proof of
Proposition 4.4, after doing this the colour constraints of k-constellations around the vertex
of colour j on Pj will automatically be satisfied, from the last property of Definition 4.1.
Conversely, let (N′′, c) be a rooted connected k-constellation whose root face f has degree
i. There is a unique way of adding a valid edge from the corner cj to a corner of colour
(j + 1) in f , such that the first corner of colour 0 following the edge ej+1 is equal to c
(indeed, similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.4, valid corners and corners of colour 0
alternate along faces). Moreover, by Axiom 1(a) of Definition 3.1, the contribution to the
b-weight of this addition is equal to 1.
The contribution for the choice of the map N′′, with root face of degree i, is given by
the generating function H˜ [i]ρ , where we note that we are computing it with the dual b-weight
~ρ(N˜′′, c˜) as in (11). Moreover, the root face will increase by i when connecting the edge ej+1.
Therefore the overall contribution for the choice of N′ and ej+1 is equal to(∑
i,j≥1
yi+j−1H˜ [i]ρ
∂
∂yj−1
)
κˆ(N ∪ Pj, c0)t|N|. 
We are now ready to prove the decomposition equation.
Proof of Theorem 3.10. We invert the combinatorial decomposition of the previous section.
Any rooted connected (unlabelled) k-constellation M, with a root vertex of degree m, can be
constructed as follows:
(1) create a new isolated vertex of color 0, with a marked corner c1;
(2) for i from 1 to m do:
(a) let P (i)0 be a new (empty) partial-right path of length 0, rooted at ci
(b) extend the partial right-path P (i)0 into partial right-paths P
(i)
1 , . . . , P
(i)
k , by adding
edges one by one (possibly adding new vertices, or connecting them with rooted
connected (unlabelled) k-constellations along the way);
(c) once the right-path P (i)k has been created, call ci+1 the corner that follows ci around
v0, and reroot the current constellation at ci+1;
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The contribution of step (1) is simply y0. By Propositions 4.4 and 4.5, for each i ∈ [1..m] the
contribution of Step 3(b) is given by the product of operators(
ΛY + uk +
∑
i,j≥1
yj+i−1H˜ [i]ρ
∂
∂yj−1
)
)
· · ·
(
ΛY + u1 +
∑
i,j≥1
yj+i−1H˜ [i]ρ
∂
∂yj−1
)
)
.
Indeed, note that the dual b-weight ρ(N˜′′, c˜) appearing in the R.H.S. of the equation given by
Proposition 4.5 is coherent with the fact that to compute the b-weight in the combinatorial
decomposition of N′, the b-weight of the smaller component N′′ will be computed from its
dual map N˜′′. After Step 3(b) the corner ci is no longer the root corner of the current map, so
it has to be counted in the marking κˆ. This is taken into account by the operator Y+, so the
overall contribution of Steps 3(b) and 3(c) is given by the operator(
Y+
k∏
l=1
(
ΛY + ul +
∑
i,j≥1
yj+i−1H˜ [i]ρ
∂
∂yj−1
))m
.
At the end of the process, the newly created vertex v0 contributes a monomial qm to the
marking, but this contribution is killed by the factor q−1m in front of the defining equation(8).
Finally the fact that the size of the map increases by m is taken into account by a factor tm.
Overall, the contribution of steps (1)–(3) is thus equal to
tm
(
Y+
k∏
l=1
(
ΛY + ul +
∑
i,j≥1
yj+i−1H˜ [i]ρ
∂
∂yj−1
))m
(y0),
which finishes the proof. 
4.2. Commutation relations and Lax pairs. The two theorems below are the keystone of
this paper. They show that the operators that appear in the decomposition equations can
be alternatively defined inductively by certain recurrence relations involving commutators.
Their proof is the hardest part of the paper and will occupy much of the next sections.
These relations are the crucial link between Jack polynomials and weighted generalized
branched coverings (via constellations). From now on we let α = 1+b and we will use either
b or α, or both, in our notation.
Definition 4.6. The Laplace-Beltrami operator Dα is the differential operator defined by
(19) Dα =
1
2
(
(1 + b)
∑
i,j≥1
pi+j
ij∂2
∂pi∂pj
+
∑
i,j≥1
pipj
(i+ j)∂
∂pi+j
+ b ·
∑
i≥1
pi
i(i− 1)∂
∂pi
)
.
Here and below we let P := Q(b)[p1, p2, . . . ]. Moreover we let [·, ·] denote the algebra
commutator, [A,B] = AB −BA.
Theorem 4.7 (First commutation relations). Define the differential operators (Aj)j≥1 on P
by:
Aj+1 := ΘY Y+Λ
j
Y
y0
1 + b
, j ≥ 0.(20)
Then these operators satisfy the recurrence formula
A1 = p1/(1 + b) , Aj+1 = [Dα, Aj], , for j ≥ 1.(21)
These equalities hold between operators on P .
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We now define the operator
Ω
(k)
Y := ΘY Y+
k∏
j=1
(ΛY + uj)ΛY
y0
1 + b
.
We have:
Theorem 4.8 (Second commutation relations). Define the differential operators (B(k)m )m≥1
by:
B(k)m := (m− 1)!ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m y0
1 + b
, m ≥ 1.(22)
Then these operators satisfy the recurrence formula, for m ≥ 1
B
(k)
1 = ΘY Y+
k∏
j=1
(ΛY + uj)
y0
1 + b
, B
(k)
m+1 = m[Ω
(k)
Y , B
(k)
m ] , for m ≥ 1.(23)
These equalities hold between operators on P .
Remark 8. The equalities in Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 hold between operators acting on P . They
do not hold on a larger space containing also the variables yi. This simple fact makes the proof
of these theorems difficult. The strategy we design in the next section will demand to promote
these operators to such a larger space, on which induction can be applied. The fact that we
encounter a difficulty here will hardly be a surprise for combinatorialists: the variables yi
play the role of “catalytic” variables that enabled us to write combinatorial equations in the
first place, but we then pay the price of having to eliminate them.
We observe that the commutation relations have an obvious reformulation in terms of Lax
pairs. Although we will not use this in this paper, we believe that the following reformulation
might be of an independent interest, especially in view of a connection with integrability.
Proposition 4.9 (Lax equations). The formal power series of operators A(s) :=∑
j≥0
sj
j!
Aj+1 and B(s) :=
∑
m≥0 s
mB
(k)
j+1 each satisfies a Lax equation with respective Lax
pairs (A(s), Dα) and (B(s),Ω
(k)
Y ). Namely
d
ds
A(s) = [Dα, A(s)] and
d
ds
B(s) = [Ω
(k)
Y , B(s)],
with solutions
A(s) = esDαA1e
−sDα and B(s) = esΩ
(k)
Y B
(k)
1 e
−sΩ(k)Y .
4.3. Heuristic: a simple combinatorial proof for b = 0 or 1. It is tempting to prove the
commutation relations of Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 by giving them a combinatorial interpretation.
This turns out to be possible for b = 0 or 1. In this section we quickly sketch this idea because
it is the inspiration for the algebraic proof we design in the next sections that works for all b.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 4.7 for b ∈ {0, 1}. Similarly as in the proof of the decompo-
sition equation and Proposition 4.4, the operator Aj+1 := ΘY Λ
j
Y
y0
1+b
can be interpreted as
follows. First, create a new isolated vertex of color 0, considered as the root vertex and
counted by the factor y0/(1 + b). Then create a partial right-path of length j from this vertex,
using only existing vertices (operator ΛjY ). Finally restore the marking of the root face from
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the y to the p variable (operator ΘY ). Thus this operator has the effect of creating a root and
a partial path of length j from this root, at the level of the p variables.
Moreover, it can also be shown with a bit of work that for any j the operator Dα can be
interpreted as adding an edge of color {j, j+ 1} at an arbitrary position in the map. Similarly
as in the proof of the decomposition equation, if j + 1 < k only half of the possible edges
are valid choices for this construction, while for k = j + 1 all of them are.
By composing these operators, the product DαAj+1 has the effect of adding a new right
path of length j, and an edge of color {j, j + 1} somewhere in the map. Changing the
order of the action of these operators Aj+1Dα has the effect of adding an edge of color
{j, j + 1}, and then a new right path. This is almost the same, except that it does not include
the case when the edge is added from the very last corner of the newly created right path, or
equivalently when this creates a right path of length j + 1. We conclude that the commutator
DαAj+1 − Aj+1Dα has the effect of creating a right-path of length j + 1, i.e. it is equal to
Aj+2. This is precisely the first commutation relation. 
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 4.8 for b ∈ {0, 1}. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.10,
the operatorB(k)m = (m−1)!ΘY
(
Y+
∏k
i=1(ΛY +ui)
)m
y0 can be interpreted as creating a new
vertex of colour 0 and degree m, with an ordering of the edges incident to it, at the level of p
variables. Moreover it can be shown that Ω(k)Y has the effect of adding a right-path (of length
k, possibly using new vertices along the way) to a k-constellation, while B(k)1 has the effect
of adding a new vertex of color 0 and a right-path starting from it. Therefore, the operators
Ω
(k)
Y B
(k)
m+1 andB
(k)
m+1Ω
(k)
Y both have the effect of adding a new vertex of color 0 and degreem,
and a new right-path in the map, except that the second one does not include the case when
the new right path is incident to the new vertex. This corresponds precisely to creating a new
vertex of degree m + 1 with an ordering of its edges, i.e. to B(k)m+2, which gives the second
commutation relation. 
The sketch of the proof we just gave can be made fully rigorous in the case b = 0 or b = 1
with a bit of work (what remains to be done is the proof of the fact that the operators Dα
and Ω(k)Y can be interpreted as we claimed, with appropriate marking conventions). However,
these proofs do not work for general b. Indeed, they are based on the idea of constructing the
same map by adding the same edges in different orders, but in the general case there is no
reason a priori that different orders give the same contribution to the b-weight. Our whole
strategy is designed to overcome this difficulty, see Remark 9 below.
4.4. Proof of the first commutation relations (Theorem 4.7). The idea of the proof of
Theorem 4.7 is the following: we “promote” the operator Dα to an operator (noted Dα+D′α)
acting on a larger space PY such that ΘY (Dα +D′α) = DαΘY . This promoted operator com-
mutes with ΛY and its commutator with ΛY is given by Y+ΛY , see Lemma 4.10. This enables
us to perform simple algebraic manipulations leading to the proof of Theorem 4.7 by project-
ing the operators acting on PY on the subspace P . Remark 9 describes the (combinatorial)
origin of this proof.
We let PY be the set of polynomials in the variables yi and pj that are at most linear in the
variables yi, that is
PY := SpanQ(b){pλ, yipλ}i∈N,λ∈Y.(24)
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Note that P ⊂ PY and that differential operators in the variables pi, such as Dα, naturally act
on PY . We now define the operator D′α on PY by
D′α := 1/2
(
(1 + b)
∑
i,j≥1
2yi+jij
∂2
∂yi∂pj
+
∑
i,j≥1
2iyipj
∂
∂yi+j
+ b
∑
i,j≥1
i(i− 1)yi ∂
∂yi
)
.
Lemma 4.10. We have the following commutation relations, as operators on PY .
[Dα +D
′
α,ΛY ] = 0(25a)
[Dα +D
′
α, Y+] = Y+ΛY(25b)
ΘY (Dα +D
′
α) = DαΘY .(25c)
Proof. The proof of these equations presents no difficulty since all operators have finite order.
We refer the interested reader to Appendix A. 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. The first two relations of Lemma 4.10 imply that [Dα +D′α, Y+Λ
j
Y ] =
Y+Λ
j+1
Y by induction on j ≥ 0. Applying ΘY to this identity we get:
ΘY (Dα +D
′
α)Y+Λ
j
Y −ΘY Y+ΛjY (Dα +D′α) = ΘY Y+Λj+1Y .
Using the third relation of the lemma we obtain
DαΘY Y+Λ
j
Y −ΘY Y+ΛjY (Dα +D′α) = ΘY Y+Λj+1Y .
Now we multiply by y0 on the right, and notice that D′αy0 annihilates the space P . Therefore,
as operators on P we have
DαΘY Y+Λ
j
Y y0 −ΘY Y+ΛjYDαy0 = ΘY Y+Λj+1Y y0.
Using that Dαy0 = y0Dα this shows that we have the following equality between operators
on P: [
Dα,ΘY Y+Λ
j
Y y0
]
= ΘY Y+Λ
j+1
Y y0.
Since for j = 0 we have ΘY Y+Λ
j
Y y0 = ΘY Y+y0 = p1, we obtain (21) by induction on j,
which finishes the proof. 
Remark 9 (Origin of this proof). Let us quickly explain the origin of this proof and of the
operator D′α. The idea of the combinatorial proof of Section 4.3 is that a given map can be
obtained from a smaller one by adding the missing edges in several different orders. It fails
in the context of b-weights because these different orders may give different contributions.
To overcome this, it is natural to look for an “exchange lemma” that would say that in fact,
the contributions are the same. More precisely, we would need to say that the operation of
adding an edge e to a partial right-path in a rooted map M, and of adding an edge f of a
given colour not incident to this path, “commute” with respect to the b-weight. For example,
for any map M, one could look for an involution (e, f) 7→ (e′, f ′) on the set of such pairs of
edges that preserves the rooted marking of the final map and such that ρ(M∪ {e, f}, e, f) =
ρ(M ∪ {e′, f ′}, f ′, e′).
If such a proof exists, it should be represented algebraically by a simple commutation rela-
tion between the operator ΛY and the operator that adds an edge of a given colour somewhere
in the map. This operator needs to be a “promoted” version of Dα acting on the space PY ,
that needs to take into account the case when the edge f is incident to the root face. This is
precisely what the operator Dα +D′α does.
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In fact, such a combinatorial proof can be given and we found it before the algebraic
proof given here. We were able to make it work by using the coherent MON ρSYM , see
Remark 3. However writing all the details turns out to be tedious and we decided to give only
the algebraic proof, leaving this remark for the interested reader.
4.5. Proof of the second commutation relations (Theorem 4.8). In order to prove Theo-
rem 4.7, we promoted our operators from P to the larger space PY , where we were able to
control commutation relations. In order to prove Theorem 4.8 we follow a similar approach,
but we need to use the larger space PY˜ ,Z˜ defined below. The rest of this section is dedicated
to this proof.
We introduce three new families of indeterminates y′ = (y′i)i≥0 ,z = (zi)i≥0, z
′ = (z′i)i≥0.
We let PY˜ ,Z˜ be the space of polymomials in y,y′, z, z′,p which are at most linear in each
of the families y,y′, z, z′, and that do not involve simultaneously prime and non-prime vari-
ables in these families. Namely:
PY˜ ,Z˜ := SpanQ(b){yizjpλ, y′iz′jpλ, yipλ, zjpλ, y′ipλ, z′jpλ, pλ}i,j∈N,λ∈Y.(26)
Clearly
P ⊂ PY ⊂ PY˜ ,Z˜ .
Remark 10 (Origin of the spacePY˜ ,Z˜). In the spirit of Remark 9, in order to make the heuristic
proof of Section 4.3 work for the second commutation relation, one would need an exchange
lemma that enables one to add two different right-paths to the same map, with different roots,
in two different orders, in such a way that the contributions to the b-weights of both additions
are the same. But since the construction of right-paths only applies to rooted objects, the
proof of this lemma, which would have to be inductive and work with partial right-paths,
would need to keep track of two root face degrees. It is thus natural to use new variables
zj to mark the size of this second root face. However, one should not forget to consider the
case where, at some point of the construction, both roots lie in the same face of the map,
thus splitting it into two intervals (say of length i and j). For this case, we use the variables
y′iz
′
j , hence the need of working with the big space PY˜ ,Z˜ . One needs to promote the various
operators we consider to this bigger setting, and understand their commutators. For example,
the operators ΛY˜ and ΛZ˜ defined below are the promoted versions of the operator ΛY (and
its z-analogue ΛZ), and they have the effect of extending the first and second partial right
path by one unit, respectively. The key “commutation relations” between these operators are
presented in Lemma 4.13.
We first define variants of the operator ΛY for other alphabets. Since ΛY is acting also on
the bigger space PY˜ ,Z˜ we can define operators ΛY ′ ,ΛZ and ΛZ′ acting on PY˜ ,Z˜ by analogy,
that is ΛA is obtained from the formula for ΛY by replacing each occurrence of yi and ∂∂yi by
ai and ∂∂ai for each symbol a ∈ {z, y′, z′} of capital symbol A ∈ {Z, Y ′, Z ′}. Using the same
analogy, we define the operators ΘY ′ ,ΘZ ,ΘZ′ , Y ′+, Z+, Z
′
+, and Ω
(k)
Z . Next, we define
ΛY,Y
′
Z,Z′ := (1+b)
∑
i,j,k≥1
y′i+j−1z
′
k−1 · ∂2
∂yi+k−1∂zj−1
+
∑
i,j,k≥1
yi+j−1zk−1 · ∂2
∂y′i+k−1∂z
′
j−1
+b
∑
i,j,k≥1
y′i+j−1z
′
k−1 · ∂2
∂y′i+k−1∂z
′
j−1
,
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and its version ΛZ,Z
′
Y,Y ′ with appropriately exchanged variables:
ΛZ,Z
′
Y,Y ′ := (1+b)
∑
i,j,k≥1
z′i+j−1y
′
k−1 · ∂2
∂zi+k−1∂yj−1
+
∑
i,j,k≥1
zi+j−1yk−1 · ∂2
∂z′i+k−1∂y
′
j−1
+b
∑
i,j,k≥1
z′i+j−1y
′
k−1 · ∂2
∂z′i+k−1∂y
′
j−1
.
We also define
ΘZ˜ :=
∑
i≥0
pi
∂
∂zi
+
∑
i,j≥0
yi+j
∂2
∂y′iz
′
j
,
with the convention that p0 = 1, and ΘY˜ by analogy. Finally, we define
ΛY˜ := ΛY + ΛY ′ + Λ
Z,Z′
Y,Y ′ , Y˜+ := Y+ + Y
′
+,
ΛZ˜ := ΛZ + ΛZ′ + Λ
Y,Y ′
Z,Z′ , Z˜+ := Z+ + Z
′
+.
The following lemma is the analogue of Lemma 4.10 and it easily implies Theorem 4.8.
Lemma 4.11. We have the following relations between operators acting on PY .[
Ω
(k)
Z +(k), Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
]
=
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)2
,
ΘY (Ω
(k)
Z +(k)) = Ω
(k)
Z ΘY ,
y0 · P ⊂ ker(k),
where
(k) = ΘZ˜Z˜+
∏
1≤i≤k
(ΛZ˜ + ui)ΛZ˜z0 −ΘZZ+
∏
1≤i≤k
(ΛZ + ui)ΛZz0
= ΘZ˜Z˜+
∏
1≤i≤k
(ΛZ˜ + ui)ΛZ˜z0 − Ω(k)Z .
Proof of Theorem 4.8. The first relation of Lemma 4.11 and a direct induction imply that for
all m ≥ 1 one has
[Ω
(k)
Z +(k),
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m
] = m
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m+1
.
Acting by y0 on the right and by ΘY on the left, we obtain the following identity between
operators on P:
ΘY [Ω
(k)
Z +(k),
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m
]y0 = ΘYm
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m+1
y0.(27)
Now, we know by Lemma 4.11 that y0 ·P ⊂ ker(k). Moreover the operator [Ω(k)Z , y0] = 0
obviously annihilates P . Thus we get the following identity between operators on P:
ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m
(Ω
(k)
Z +(k))y0 = ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m
Ω
(k)
Z y0 =
= ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m
y0Ω
(k)
Z = ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m
y0Ω
(k)
Y .
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Moreover, the second relation in Lemma 4.11 gives
ΘY (Ω
(k)
Z +(k))
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m
y0 = Ω
(k)
Z ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m
y0.
Thus
ΘY [Ω
(k)
Z +(k),
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m
]y0 = [Ω
(k)
Z ,ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
i=1
(ΛY + ui)
)m
y0],
which together with (27) implies the second relation of (23) and concludes the proof. 
We prove Lemma 4.11 using an equality between operators acting on PY˜ ,Z˜ (Lemma 4.13)
which we then project to PY . In order to do this, we first need Lemma 4.12. We let
∆ := (1 + b)
∑
i,j≥0
z′iy
′
j
∂2
∂yi∂zj
+
∑
i,j≥0
ziyj
∂2
∂y′i∂z
′
j
+ b
∑
i,j≥0
z′iy
′
j
∂2
∂y′i∂z
′
j
.
Lemma 4.12. We have the following relations between operators acting on PY˜ ,Z˜ .
ΛZ˜∆ = ∆ΛY˜ ,(28a)
(ΛZ˜ + ∆)ΛY˜ = ΛY˜ (ΛZ˜ + ∆) = (ΛY˜ + ∆)ΛZ˜ = ΛZ˜(ΛY˜ + ∆)(28b)
[ΛZ˜ , Y˜+] = Y˜+∆, i.e. ΛZ˜ Y˜+ = Y˜+(ΛZ˜ + ∆),(28c)
[ΛY˜ , Z˜+] = Z˜+∆, i.e. ΛY˜ Z˜+ = Z˜+(ΛY˜ + ∆),(28d)
ΘZ˜ΛY˜ = ΛY ΘZ˜ and ΘY˜ ΛZ˜ = ΛZΘY˜(28e)
ΘZ˜ Y˜+ = Y+ΘZ˜ and ΘY˜ Z˜+ = Z+ΘY˜ .(28f)
Proof. The proof of these equations presents no conceptual difficulty since all operators have
finite order. We refer the interested reader to Appendix A. 
Lemma 4.13. For n,m ≥ 0, we have the following equality between operators acting on
PY˜ ,Z˜:
[Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
, Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
] + [Z˜+Λ
n+1
Z˜
, Y˜+Λ
m
Y˜
] = Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
m
Z˜
∆ + Y˜+Λ
m
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
n
Z˜
∆.(29)
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that m ≥ n, that is m = n + i for i ≥ 0.
We first claim that it suffices to prove the formula
[Z˜+Λ
m
Z˜
, Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
] =
∑
1≤j≤i
Y˜+Λ
n+i−j
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
n+j−1
Z˜
∆ = [Y˜+Λ
m
Y˜
, Z˜+Λ
n
Z˜
].(30)
Indeed, assuming (30), the L.H.S. of (29) is equal to
[Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
, Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
]− [Z˜+ΛmZ˜ , Y˜+Λn+1Y˜ ]
=
∑
1≤j≤i+1
Y˜+Λ
n+i+1−j
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
n+j−1
Z˜
∆−
∑
1≤j≤i−1
Y˜+Λ
n+i−j
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
n+j
Z˜
∆
= Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
m
Z˜
∆ + Y˜+Λ
m
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
n
Z˜
∆,
since all terms in the first sum cancel with the second sum, except j ∈ {1, i+ 1}. This is the
desired equality.
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We now prove (30) by a repeated use of the relations of Lemma 4.12. We rewrite
(31) [Z˜+ΛmZ˜ , Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
] = Z˜+Λ
n+i
Z˜
Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
− Y˜+ΛnY˜ Z˜+Λn+iZ˜
= Z˜+Y˜+
(
(ΛZ˜ + ∆)
i − Λi
Z˜
)
(ΛZ˜ + ∆)
nΛn
Y˜
,
by applying first the relations (28c)–(28d) to move the operators Y˜+ and Z˜+ to the left, and
then rearranging with (28b).
We now expand (ΛZ˜ + ∆)
i according to the position of the leftmost ∆, and we get:
Z˜+Y˜+
(
(ΛZ˜ + ∆)
i − Λi
Z˜
)
(ΛZ˜ + ∆)
nΛn
Y˜
= Z˜+Y˜+
∑
1≤j≤i
Λj−1
Z˜
∆(ΛZ˜ + ∆)
i−j(ΛZ˜ + ∆)
nΛn
Y˜
= Z˜+Y˜+
∑
1≤j≤i
(ΛY˜ + ∆)
n+i−jΛn+j−1
Z˜
∆,
where for the second equality we first used the relation (28a) to move the isolated operator ∆
to the right, and then rearrange with (28b). Using the relation (28d) we can move the operator
Z˜+ inside the sum, and we obtain the first equality in (30).
If we expand (ΛZ˜ + ∆)
i in (31) according to the position of the rightmost ∆, we get
Z˜+Y˜+
(
(ΛZ˜ + ∆)
i − Λi
Z˜
)
(ΛZ˜ + ∆)
nΛn
Y˜
= Z˜+Y˜+
∑
1≤j≤i
(ΛZ˜ + ∆)
j−1∆Λi−j
Z˜
Λn
Z˜
(ΛY˜ + ∆)
n
= Z˜+Y˜+
∑
1≤j≤i
(ΛZ˜ + ∆)
n+j−1Λn+i−j
Y˜
∆,
using the same relations as before. Applying (28c) to move the operator Y˜+ yields the second
equality in (30). 
Proof of Lemma 4.11. We have three statements to prove:
•We first prove that y0 · P ⊂ ker(k). To see this, we replace in the formula
(k) = ΘZ˜Z˜+
∏
1≤i≤k
(ΛZ˜ + ui)ΛZ˜z0 −ΘZZ+
∏
1≤i≤k
(ΛZ + ui)ΛZz0
the operator ΛZ˜ by its definition ΛZ + ΛZ′ + Λ
Y,Y ′
Z,Z′ and we expand the first product. We
notice that the monomials in the expansion that involve only the operator ΛZ cancel with the
second product, therefore all remaining monomials involve one of the operators ΛZ′ or Λ
Y,Y ′
Z,Z′
at least once. Therefore each term in the expansion involves either a derivative with respect
to a prime variable, or a derivative ∂
∂yk
with k ≥ 1, and the statement follows.
•We now prove that [Ω(k)Z +(k),
(
Y+
∏k
i=1(ΛY + ui)
)
] =
(
Y+
∏k
i=1(ΛY + ui)
)2
. Since
Ω
(k)
Z +(k) = ΘZ˜Z˜+
∏
1≤i≤k
(ΛZ˜ + ui)ΛZ˜z0,(32)
we can rewrite the desired identity as
[ΘZ˜Z˜+P
(
ΛZ˜
) · ΛZ˜ , Y+P(ΛY )] = (Y+P(ΛY ))2,(33)
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where P (x) :=
∏
1≤i≤k(x + ui)x. To prove this quadratic identity on polynomials, it is
sufficient to prove the corresponding symmetrized bilinear identity2
(34) [ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
, Y+Λ
n
Y ] + [ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
n+1
Z˜
, Y+Λ
m
Y ] = Y+Λ
m
Y Y+Λ
n
Y + Y+Λ
n
Y Y+Λ
m
Y ,
for m,n ≥ 0. Indeed, assuming (34) and writing P (x) = ∑0≤m≤k amxm, the L.H.S. of (33)
rewrites∑
0≤m<n≤k
aman
(
[ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
, Y+Λ
n
Y ] + [ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
n+1
Z˜
, Y+Λ
m
Y ]
)
+
∑
0≤m≤k
a2m[ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
, Y+Λ
m
Y ]
=
∑
0≤m<n≤k
aman
(
Y+Λ
m
Y Y+Λ
n
Y + Y+Λ
n
Y Y+Λ
m
Y
)
+
∑
0≤m≤k
a2mY+Λ
m
Y Y+Λ
m
Y =
(
Y+P
(
ΛY
))2
.
Now, by acting with the operators ΘZ˜ and z0, respectively on the left and right of the relation
of Lemma 4.13 we have the following identity between operators acting on PY :
(35)
ΘZ˜
(
[Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
, Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
] + [Z˜+Λ
n+1
Z˜
, Y˜+Λ
m
Y˜
]
)
z0 = ΘZ˜
(
Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
m
Z˜
∆ + Y˜+Λ
m
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
n
Z˜
∆
)
z0.
It thus suffices to prove that the left (right, resp.) hand side of (34) and (35) coincide. We
start with the left hand side. First, we claim that
ΘZ˜ [Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
, Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
]z0 = [ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
z0, Y+Λ
n
Y ].(36)
Indeed,
ΘZ˜ [Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
, Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
]z0 = ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
z0 −ΘZ˜ Y˜+ΛnY˜ Z˜+Λm+1Z˜ z0.
Using the fact that [z0,ΛY ] = 0 annihilates PY , and the fact that ΛY ′ and ΛZ,Z′Y,Y ′ annihilate
z0PY we substitute ΛY˜ = ΛY + ΛY ′ + ΛZ,Z
′
Y,Y ′ and obtain
ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
z0 = ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
z0Y+Λ
n
Y .
Similarly, using the relations (28e)-(28f), we obtain
ΘZ˜ Y˜+Λ
n
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
z0 = Y+Λ
n
Y ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
m+1
Z˜
z0,
which together with the previously proved equation, implies (36). Since the same equation
with m and n exchanged also holds, this proves that the left hand sides of (34) and (35)
coincide.
We now turn to the right-hand sides of (34) and (35). First, we have
ΘZ˜ Y˜+Λ
m
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
n
Z˜
∆z0 = Y+Λ
m
Y ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
n
Z˜
∆z0
by relations (28e)-(28f). Moreover
ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
n
Z˜
∆z0yipλ = ΘZ˜Z˜+Λ
n
Z˜
y′0z
′
ipλ = ΘZ˜y
′
0Z˜+Λ
n
Z˜
z′ipλ = ΘZ˜y
′
0Z
′
+Λ
n
Z′z
′
ipλ = Y+Λ
n
Y yipλ
by direct inspection of the definitions of operators. This implies that the action of
ΘZ˜ Y˜+Λ
m
Y˜
Z˜+Λ
n
Z˜
∆z0 and Y+ΛmY Y+Λ
n
Y on PY coincides. Therefore the right hand sides of
(34) and (35) coincide, which finally implies that (34) holds true. This concludes the proof
of the desired identity.
2It would of course be sufficient to prove the non-symmetrized version of this bilinear identity, namely that
the first terms on each side of (34) are equal, but this is not true!
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• It only remains to prove that ΘY (Ω(k)Z + (k)) = Ω(k)Z ΘY . From (32) and from the rela-
tions (28e)-(28f), we directly obtain ΘY˜ (Ω
(k)
Z + (k)) = Ω
(k)
Z ΘY˜ . But ΘY˜ and ΘY have the
same action on PY , therefore we get that ΘY (Ω(k)Z + (k)) = Ω(k)Z ΘY , as operators on PY ,
which is the desired relation. 
5. b-DEFORMATION OF THE TAU-FUNCTION
In this section we study the b-deformed tau-function τ (k)b , defined in (2) using Jack sym-
metric functions. We show that it is annihilated by the operators defined in the previous
section, which makes the connection with the generating function of coverings Fρ and prove
our main result, Theorem 5.10.
5.1. Jack symmetric functions.
5.1.1. Partitions and symmetric functions. The group S∞ of permutations of N≥1 with a
finite support acts naturally on the set of sequences of nonnegative integers with finite support
A = ⊕∞i=1N, and partitions represents orbits of this action. We can rephrase this observation
as follows. Let Symn := Q[x1, . . . , xn]Sn be the algebra of symmetric polynomials, that is
polynomials in x1, . . . , xn invariant by the natural action of Sn permuting their variables.
Let Sym := Symn←−−− be the projective limit with respect to the natural morphism Symn+1 3
f(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) 7→ f(x1, . . . , xn, 0). The algebra of symmetric functions Sym has a
natural homogenous basis indexed by partitions and obtained by symmetrizing monomials:
mλ =
∑
α∈S∞λ
xα,
where S∞λ is the orbit of the partition λ by the action of the permutation group S∞ on A,
and xα is the monomial xα =
∏
i x
αi
i . In particular Sym =
⊕
Symn has a natural gradation
by degree, and Symn is a finite-dimensional vector space, whose dimension is given by the
number of partitions of size n.
There is another base of Symn of a great importance in this paper, which is called power-
sum basis, and is given by
pλ =
`(λ)∏
i=1
pi; pi =
∑
j
xij for i > 0.
An immediate consequence of this fact is that Sym is a polynomial algebra, Sym =
Q[p1, p2, . . . ].
5.1.2. Laplace-Beltrami operator and Jack symmetric function. In order to define Jack sym-
metric functions, which are the main characters of this section, we need to introduce some
simple combinatorial statistics of partitions.
We let Pn denote the set of partitions of size n. There is an important poset structure on
Pn given by the dominance order:
λ ≤ µ ⇐⇒
∑
i≤j
λi ≤
∑
i≤j
µi for any positive integer j.
To any partition λ ∈ Pn we can associate a conjugate partition λt = (λt1, . . . , λt`′), where
`′ = λ1, and for any 1 ≤ i ≤ `′
λti = #{j : λj ≥ i}.
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The concept of conjugate partition is very natural from a geometric point of view. Indeed we
can represent a partition λ by drawing its Young diagram, which consists of the set
λ = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i ≤ λj, 1 ≤ j ≤ `(λ)}
and then conjugating λ corresponds to reflecting its Young diagram through the line x = y.
For any box := (i, j) ∈ λ from Young diagram we define its arm-length by a() := λj− i
and its leg-length by `() := λti − j. These definitions follow [Mac95, Chapter I].
Let α = 1+b be an indeterminate. There are several natural statistics on the set of partitions
(or, equivalently, Young diagrams) that we need:
hookα(λ) :=
∏
∈λ
(α a() + `() + 1) ,(37)
hook′α(λ) :=
∏
∈λ
(α a() + `() + α) ,(38)
zλ :=
∏
i≥1
imi(λ)mi(λ)!,(39)
where mi(λ) denotes the number of parts of λ equal to i (therefore n!z−1λ is the number of
permutations from the conjugacy class of type λ). We also recall that for a box  = (x, y) ∈
λ its content is equal to x− y = (x− 1)− (y − 1). We define its α-deformation by
cα() := α(x− 1)− (y − 1).
Let Symα denote the algebra of symmetric functions over the field Q(α) of rational
functions in α with rational coefficients. Since Symα = Q(α)[p1, p2, . . . ] then clearly the
Laplace-Beltrami operator Dα given by (19) acts on the symmetric function algebra. Its
importance is reflected in the following result.
Definition-Proposition 5.1. There is a unique family of symmetric functions {Jαλ } such that
for each partition λ,
• DαJαλ =
(∑
∈λ cα()
)
Jαλ ;
• Jαλ = hookα(λ)mλ +
∑
ν<λ a
λ
νmν , where a
λ
ν ∈ Q(α).
We call them Jack symmetric functions.
Remark 11. Jack symmetric functions are usually defined by three conditions: orthogonality,
normalization, and triangularity (which is the second property in our definition). However,
Definition-Proposition 5.1 is the core of the proof that the classical definition makes sense.
Therefore we are going to treat Definition-Proposition 5.1 as a definition of Jack symmetric
functions in this paper and we refer to [Sta89, Mac95] for completeness.
We can endow Λα with a scalar product by defining it on the basis of power-sums
(40) 〈pµ, pν〉α = α`(µ)zµδµ,ν ,
where δµ,ν is the Kronecker delta. It turns out that Jack symmetric functions are also orthog-
onal with the following squared norm:
〈Jαλ , Jαλ 〉α = hookα(λ) hook′α(λ) =: jλ.
Note that this is a one-parameter deformation of the factor (fλ
n!
)2 appearing in the definition (1)
of the classical tau-function. Indeed, for α = 1, hook1(λ) = hook′1(λ) coincides with the
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classical hook-length appearing in the hook-length formula for fλ (see e.g. [Sta99]), thus
n!2
f 2λ
= jλ.
For any linear operator D ∈ End(Symα) we can define its adjoint D⊥ with respect to
〈·, ·〉α so that
〈Df, g〉α = 〈f,D⊥g〉α
for all symmetric functions f, g ∈ Symα. For instance
(41) (pj/α)
⊥ = j∂/∂pj,
which is a direct consequence of (40).
From now on, we will use the notation J (α)λ (p) to indicate that we are treating Jack polyno-
mials as polynomials in the “power-sum” variables p1, p2, . . . , considered as indeterminates.
We are now going to show that the operators Gj := j!∂/∂pj are determined by a similar
recursion as the operators Aj from (4.7):
Lemma 5.2. Define the differential operators (Gj)j≥1 on P by:
Gj := j!∂/∂pj j ≥ 0.(42)
Then these operators satisfy the recurrence formula
G1 = ∂/∂p1 , Gj+1 = [Gj, A
⊥
2 ], , for j ≥ 1.(43)
Proof. The proof is made by induction on j and it is an easy computation. Note that
A⊥2 =
(
ΘY Y+ΛY
y0
α
)⊥
=
(∑
i≥1
pi+1 · (pi/α)⊥
)⊥
=
∑
i≥1
(pi+1/α)
⊥ · pi.
Since
j![∂/∂pj, (pi+1/α)
⊥ · pi] = j!δi,j (pi+1/α)⊥
we obtain
Gj+1 = j! (pj+1/α)
⊥ = j!
∑
i≥1
[∂/∂pj, (pi+1/α)
⊥ · pi] = [Gj, A⊥2 ],
and we conclude the proof. 
Stanley obtained in his seminal paper [Sta89] some results concerning Jack symmetric
functions, which are of special interest for us. These results can be seen as α–deformations of
a classical product formula and a special case of Pieri rule for Schur polynomials. Moreover,
for two partitions λ, µ ∈ P we write λ ↗ µ if |µ| − |λ| = 1 and the Young diagram of λ is
contained in the one of µ.
Theorem 5.3 ([Sta89]). For any λ ∈ Pn one has
J
(α)
λ (u) =
∏
∈λ\(1,1)
(u+ cα()),(44)
p1J
(α)
λ (p) =
∑
λ↗µ
cλ↗µJ (α)µ (p),(45)
where cλ↗µ ∈ N[α] is a (explicit) polynomial in α with nonnegative integer coefficients.
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Corollary 5.4. For any i ≥ 1 the following identity holds true
AiJ
(α)
λ (p) =
∑
λ↗µ
cα(µ \ λ)i−1 cλ↗µ
α
J (α)µ (p).
Proof. We use induction on i. For i = 1 one has A1 = p1/α, so this is simply (45). We recall
that
DαJ
(α)
λ (p) =
(∑
∈λ
cα()
)
J
(α)
λ (p).(46)
Thus
Ai+1J
(α)
λ (p) = [Dα, Ai]J
(α)
λ (p) =
∑
λ↗µ
(∑
∈µ
cα()−
∑
∈λ
cα()
)
cα(µ\λ)i−1 cλ↗µ
α
J (α)µ (p)
=
∑
λ↗µ
cα(µ \ λ)i cλ↗µ
α
J (α)µ (p). 
5.2. The b-deformation of the tau-function. In this section we prove our main theorem. In
the proof, the differential operators defined in previous sections with respect to the variables p
will also be used with respect to the variables q, and for this we introduce the following more
precise notation. We denote by Ai(p), B
(k)
i (p), Gi(p), respectively, the operators defined
by (20), (22) and (42). We denote by Ai(q), B
(k)
i (q), Gi(q), respectively, the operators
obtained from Ai(p) B
(k)
i (p), Gi(p) by replacing each occurence of the indeterminate pi in
their definition by the indeterminate qi for each i > 0. Moreover we recall that, everywhere,
α = 1 + b.
Define τ (k)b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) ∈ Q(b)[p,q, u1, . . . , uk][[t]] by
τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) :=
∑
n≥0
tn
∑
λ`n
J
(1+b)
λ (p)J
(1+b)
λ (q)J
(1+b)
λ (u1) · · · J (1+b)λ (uk)
j
(1+b)
λ
,(47)
with the convention that the constant term in t is equal to 1.
Lemma 5.5. The generating series τ (k)b satisfies the following equation:
(48) G1(q) τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) = tB
(k)
1 (p) τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk).
Proof. We fix an integer n ≥ 0 and we look at the coefficient of tn+1 in the L.H.S. of Eq. (48),
which is given by the formula:
∑
λ`n+1
J
(1+b)
λ (p)J
(1+b)
λ (u1, . . . , uk)
j
(1+b)
λ
G1(q)J
(1+b)
λ (q) =
∑
λ`n+1
J
(1+b)
λ (p)J
(1+b)
λ (u1, . . . , uk)
j
(1+b)
λ
∂
∂q1
J
(1+b)
λ (q),
where
J
(1+b)
λ (u1, . . . , uk) := J
(1+b)
λ (u1) · · · J (1+b)λ (uk).
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Applying the Pieri rule (45) we obtain the following expression∑
λ`n+1
J
(1+b)
λ (p)J
(1+b)
λ (u1, . . . , uk)
∑
µ↗λ
cµ↗λ
1 + b
J
(1+b)
µ (q)
j
(1+b)
µ
.
It is straightforward from (44) that for any µ↗ λ we have
J
(1+b)
λ (u) =
(
u+ cα(λ \ µ)
) · J (1+b)µ (u),(49)
which gives the following identity:
J
(1+b)
λ (u1, . . . , uk) =
( ∑
1≤i≤k+1
ek+1−i(u1, . . . , uk)cα(λ \ µ)i−1
)
J (1+b)µ (u1, . . . , uk).
Plugging it into the expression of the L.H.S. of Eq. (48) and changing the order of summation
we obtain the following formula:∑
µ`n
J
(1+b)
µ (q)J
(1+b)
µ (u1, . . . , uk)
j
(1+b)
µ
( ∑
1≤i≤k+1
ek+1−i(u1, . . . , uk)
∑
µ↗λ
cα(λ\µ)i−1 cµ↗λ
1 + b
J
(1+b)
λ (p)
)
.
Finally, Corollary 5.4 implies that this expression is equal to∑
µ`n
J
(1+b)
µ (q)J
(1+b)
µ (u1, . . . , uk)
j
(1+b)
µ
B
(k)
1 (p)J
(1+b)
µ = [t
n+1] R.H. S.,
which leads to the desired identity:
G1(q) τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) = tB
(k)
1 (p) τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk). 
Lemma 5.6. The generating series τ (k)b satisfies the following equation:
(50) A⊥2 (q) τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) = tΩ
(k)
Y (p) τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk).
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of the previous lemma. We fix an integer n ≥ 0
and we look at the coefficient of tn+1 in the L.H.S. of Eq. (50):∑
λ`n+1
J
(1+b)
λ (p)J
(1+b)
λ (u1, . . . , uk)
j
(1+b)
λ
A⊥2 (q)J
(1+b)
λ (q)
=
∑
λ`n+1
J
(1+b)
λ (p)J
(1+b)
λ (u1, . . . , uk)
∑
µ↗λ
cα(λ \ µ) cµ↗λ
1 + b
J
(1+b)
µ (q)
j
(1+b)
µ
,
by Corollary 5.4. Applying the same substitutions as in the proof of Lemma 5.6 we transform
the coefficient of tn+1 on the L.H.S. of Eq. (50) to the following form:∑
µ`n
J
(1+b)
µ (q)J
(1+b)
µ (u1, . . . , uk)
j
(1+b)
µ
( ∑
1≤i≤k+1
ek+1−i(u1, . . . , uk)
∑
µ↗λ
cα(λ \µ)i cµ↗λ
1 + b
J
(1+b)
λ (p)
)
.
Finally, Corollary 5.4 gives that this expression is equal to∑
µ`n
J
(1+b)
µ (q)J
(1+b)
µ (u1, . . . , uk)
j
(1+b)
µ
Ω
(k)
Y (p)J
(1+b)
µ (p) = [t
n+1] R.H. S.,
which finishes the proof. 
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These two lemmas composed together give us the following equations, which are a key-
stone of this paper.
Lemma 5.7. For any m ≥ 1 the generating series τ (k)b satisfies the following equation:
(51) Gm(q) τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) = t
mB(k)m (p) τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk).
Proof. We use induction on m. For m = 1 the statement is precisely Lemma 5.5. We fix a
nonnegative integer l > 1 and suppose that Eq. (51) holds true for any m < l. Then
Gl(q) τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk) = [Gl−1(q), A
⊥
2 (q)] τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk),
which is equal to
[Ω
(k)
Y , B
(k)
l−1(p)]t
l τ
(k)
b (t;p,q, u1, . . . , uk)
by Lemma 5.6 and our induction hypothesis. This finishes the proof since
[Ω
(k)
Y (p), B
(k)
l−1(p)] = B
(k)
l (p).

5.3. Proof of the main results. We are now ready to make the connection between k-
constellations and the function τ (k)b . For m ≥ 1 we introduce the functions
Um := (1 + b)m
∂
∂qm
log τ
(k)
b , Vm = (1 + b)m
∂
∂pm
log τ
(k)
b .
Recall that pi, defined in Section 3 is the operator exchanging the sets of variables p↔ q and
ui ↔ uk+1−i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Proposition 5.8. For m ≥ 1 one has:
Um = t
m ·ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
l=1
(
ΛY + ul +
∑
i,j≥1
Viyj+i−1
∂
∂yj−1
))m
(y0),
and moreover Vm = piUm.
Proof. From the previous lemma and from the definition (22) of B(k)m , we have for m ≥ 1,
m
∂
∂qm
τ
(k)
b = ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
l=1
(ΛY + ul)
)m y0
1 + b
τ
(k)
b .(52)
Now, for any series A(y,p) depending on variables y and p (and possibly other parameters),
we have by definition of the operator ΛY :
(ΛY + ul)A(y,p)τ
(k)
b =
(
(ΛY + ul +
∑
i,j≥1
Viyj+i−1
∂
∂yj−1
)A(y,p)
)
τ
(k)
b ,
where we used that (1 + b)i ∂
∂pi
τ
(k)
b = Viτ
(k)
b . Applying this identity repeated times to (52),
and using also m ∂
∂qm
τ
(k)
b =
1
1+b
Umτ
(k)
b , we get
1
1 + b
Um = ΘY
(
Y+
k∏
l=1
(
ΛY + ul +
∑
i,j≥1
Viyj+i−1
∂
∂yj−1
))m( y0
1 + b
)
,
which is the desired identity upon multiplying by (1 + b).
The fact that Vm = piUm is clear since τ
(k)
b = piτ
(k)
b . 
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From Corollary 3.11 we immediately deduce
Corollary 5.9. Let ρ be a coherent MON. Then for any m ≥ 1, one has Um = H [m], where
H [m] is the generating function of constellations defined by (8).
Recall that
∑
m≥1mqm
∂
∂qm
and t ∂
∂t
act similarly on τ (k)b , therefore we obtain in particular
Theorem 5.10. Let ρ be a coherent MON. Then one has
(1 + b)t
∂
∂t
ln τ
(k)
b = ΘY
~Hρ.
In particular, if ρ is integral then we have
(1 + b)t
∂
∂t
ln τ
(k)
b =
∑
n≥1
∑
(M,c)
tnbνρ(M,c)κ(M),(53)
where the second sum is taken over rooted connected k-constellations (M, c) of size n.
Note that, up to the correspondence between constellations and generalized branched cov-
erings, the last statement is precisely our main result stated in the introduction (Theorem 1.1).
6. WEIGHTED HURWITZ NUMBERS AND PROJECTIVE LIMITS
In previous sections we have considered k-constellations for an arbitrary fixed k, which
correspond to coverings with k + 2 ramification points. However in the literature concerning
the orientable case, much interest has been given to cases where the number of ramification
points is unbounded, which is the case for (weighted) Hurwitz numbers. In this section we
explain how to obtain this case as a limit of the previous one by allowing k to become, in
some sense, infinite.
In this section, a coherent MON ρ is fixed.
6.1. Infinite constellations and projective limits. We let C(k) be the set of k-constellations,
and C(k)n the subset formed by the ones of size n. We equip these objects with the modified
marking
κˆ(M) :=
∏
f∈F (M)
pdeg(f)
∏
v∈V0(M)
qdeg(v)
k∏
i=1
u
n−vi(M)
i ,
which differs from the marking (6) used in the previous section only by the exponent of ui
which counts "non-vertices" instead of vertices. We let Fˆk denote the corresponding “modi-
fied” generating function given by the substitution:
Fˆ (k)(t,p,q, u1, . . . , uk) := Fρ(t · u1 · · ·uk,p,q, u−11 , . . . , u−1k ).(54)
We define the modified marking in the same way for rooted objects. In the rest of Section 6
we will work with modified markings. To avoid confusion, all the new generating functions
we define in this section will be also denoted with a hat symbol‘̂’.
Remark 12. In previous sections, the parameter k was fixed, and it could be deduced from
the notation for the function Fρ only by its number of arguments. Since in this section it is
crucial to let k vary, we indicate it explicitly in the notation Fˆ (k). On the other hand, now
that we have proved that our generating functions do not depend on the choice of a coherent
MON, we drop the dependency in ρ from the notation. The two sides of Equation (54) reflect
these differences of notation.
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We observe that the addition of a leaf of colour (k + 1) to every vertex of colour k gives
an inclusion
C(k)n ↪→ C(k+1)n .(55)
This inclusion preserves the modified marking. The same inclusion holds at the level of
rooted objects and it preserves the rooted modified marking.
Moreover, one deduces from (16) that
Fˆ (k)(t,p,q, u1, . . . , uk) = Fˆ
(k+1)(t,p,q, u1, . . . , uk, 0).(56)
This implies that it is possible to define the b-weights ρ˜(M), ~ρ(M, c), and bνρ(M) in a way that
respects the inclusion (55) and which are compatible with the generating function expansions
proved in previous sections.
These inclusions enable us to define the projective limit
C(∞)n := C(k)n←−−.
Elements of C(∞) := ⋃ C(∞)n can be viewed as “constellations with infinitely many colors
whose all except finitely many vertices are leaves”, and for short will be called infinite con-
stellations in what follows. They are equipped with a well-defined (modified) marking and
b-weight3. Their generating function
Fˆ (∞)(t,p,q, u1, . . . ) := 1 +
∑
n≥1
∑
M∈C(∞)n
tn
2n−cc(M)n!
ρ˜(M)
(1 + b)cc(M)
κˆ(M)
is given by the projective limit
Fˆ (∞)(t,p,q, u1, . . . ) = Fˆ (k)←−−(t,p,q, u1, . . . , uk).
Remark 13 (Infinite constellations are generalized branched coverings). The interpretation
of infinite constellations in terms of generalized branched coverings is straightforward. El-
ements of C(∞)n correspond to generalized branched coverings of the sphere S → S2+ of
degree n, whose number of non-trivial ramification points is (finite but) not bounded a pri-
ori. The first ramification point (allowed to be trivial) is numbered −1 and corresponds to
faces of the constellation. The other (nontrivial) ramification points are numbered with some
(non necessarily consecutive) nonnegative integers, corresponding to the integers i such that
n− vi(M) is nonzero in the constellation.
We denote the set of rooted infinite constellations of size n by C(∞)n,• . We have the following
theorem.
Theorem 6.1 (Main results reformulated for infinite constellations). The generating function
Fˆ (∞) ≡ Fˆ (∞)(t;p,q, u1, . . . ) of infinite constellations satisfies the equation
(57)
t∂
∂t
Fˆ (∞) = ΘY
∑
m≥1
tm · qm ·
(
Y+
∞∏
i=1
(1 + uiΛY )
)m
y0
1 + b
Fˆ (∞).
3We used (56) to argue that the b-weight could be defined coherently respecting the inclusion (55), so the
quantity ρ˜(M) is a priori defined abstractly. However, if one is only interested in some family of infinite
constellations corresponding to a finite underlying value of k, one can use the b-weights explicitly defined in
Section 3 via the combinatorial decomposition of k-constellations.
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It is equal to the Jack polynomial expansion
(58) Fˆ (∞)(t,p,q, u1, . . . ) =
∑
n≥0
tn
∑
λ`n
J
(1+b)
λ (p)J
(1+b)
λ (q)
∏
i≥1 u
|λ|
i J
(1+b)
λ (1/ui)
j
(1+b)
λ
.
Moreover (1 + b) t∂
∂t
log Fˆ (∞) has coefficients which are polynomials in b with non negative
integer coefficients, explicitly given by
(59) (1 + b)
t∂
∂t
log Fˆ (∞) =
∑
n≥1
∑
(M,c)∈C(∞)n,•
tnκˆ(M)bνρ(M).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the results of previous sections. 
We recall that J (1+b)λ is a polynomial in the power-sum variables of homogeneous graded
degree |λ|, normalized in such a way that the coefficient of pn1 is 1. Therefore u|λ|i J (1+b)λ (1/ui)
is a polynomial in ui with constant term 1. Thus, despite the infinite product in its definition,
the expression (58) is a well defined formal power series in t and the ui. In fact, from (49),
we have the explicit formula u|λ|J (1+b)λ (1/u) =
∏
∈λ
(
1 + ucα()
)
, where the product is
taken over all boxes of λ, and we can write
Fˆ (∞)(t,p,q, u1, . . . ) =
∑
n≥0
tn
∑
λ`n
J
(1+b)
λ (p)J
(1+b)
λ (q)
∏
i≥1
∏
∈λ
(
1 + uicα()
)
j
(1+b)
λ
.(60)
We also observe that the case of finite k considered in previous sections can be recovered
from the infinite case by considering the case where ui is equal to zero for all i > k.
6.2. Weighted b-Hurwitz numbers. We now introduce b-weighted analogues of the
weighted Hurwitz numbers of [GPH17]. In order to avoid the terminology “b-weighted
weighted Hurwitz numbers”, we will use “weighted b-Hurwitz numbers” instead.
We note that the parameters ui appear in the equations of Theorem 6.1 only through the
generating function z 7→∏∞i=1(1+uiz). Therefore it can be interesting to use the coefficients
of this power series as parameters, rather than the ui themselves. Let
G(z) = 1 +
∑
k≥1
gkz
k
be a formal power series, where the gk are indeterminates. Define the generating function
FˆG ≡ FˆG(t,p,q, g1, . . . ) by the following variant of Equation (57)
(61)
t∂
∂t
FˆG = ΘY
∑
m≥1
tm · qm ·
(
Y+G
(
ΛY
))m y0
1 + b
FˆG.
When the variables (gk)k≥1 and (ui)i≥1 are related by the equation G(z) =
∏∞
i=1(1 + zui),
then we have
FˆG(t,p,q, g1, . . . ) = Fˆ
(∞)(t,p,q, u1, . . . ).(62)
Therefore in this case FˆG can be seen as the generating function of infinite constellations,
with weights ui related to gk by
gk = ek(u1, . . . )
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where ek denote the elementary symmetric functions. Call an infinite constellation M of
size n normal if the sequence
v(M) := (n− vi(M))i≥1
is nondecreasing, i.e. if it is an integer partition. Then Fˆ (∞) can be viewed as the generating
function of normal infinite constellations with their usual marking in the p-q-t variables, and
a marking mv(M)(u1, u2, . . . ) giving the contribution of vertices of color i ≥ 1, where m·
denotes monomial symmetric functions (see e.g. [Sta99]). Indeed, the summation hidden
in the definition of monomial symmetric functions consists in summing over all possible
reorderings of the sequence v(M), accounting also for constellations which are not normal.
This observation enables us to give an interpretation of FˆG in terms of the indeterminates gk
with no reference to underlying variables ui, as follows.
Theorem 6.2. Let G(z) = 1 +
∑
k≥1 gkz
k. Then the series FˆG is the generating function
of normal infinite constellations with their b-weight, and with a marking pi (resp qi) per face
(resp. vertex of colour 0) of degree i, and a marking fv(M)(g1, g2, . . . ) where for an integer
partition ι, fι is the polynomial that expresses the monomial symmetric function of index ι
in terms of the elementary symmetric functions. At the level of rooted connected objects, we
have
(1 + b)
t∂
∂t
log FˆG =
∑
n≥1
∑
(M,c)∈C(∞)n,•
M normal
tnbνρ(M)
∏
f∈F (M)
pdeg(f)
∏
v∈V0(M)
qdeg(v) fv(M)(g1, . . . ).
The polynomials fι can be constructed as follows. For an integer partition µ of size n, we
have eµ =
∑
ι`nRµ,ιmι where the square matrix R has its rows and columns indexed by in-
teger partitions of size n, and Rµ,ι is equal to the number of 0-1 matrices with row-sum (resp.
column-sum) equal to µ (resp. ι), see [Sta99]. Then fι(g1, . . . ) =
∑
µ`n(R
−1)ι,µ
∏`(µ)
i=1 gµi ,
where R−1 denotes the inverse matrix of R. Since R is triangular for the dominance order
with a diagonal of 1, the matrix R−1 has integer coefficients, that we will not try to make
explicit here.
Remark 14. An extra parameter4 ~ can be added to the series FˆG (or Fˆ∞) via the scaling
gk 7→ ~kgk (or ui 7→ ~ui). The power of ~ is the Euler characteristic of the underlying
constellation (or covering). In particular, the ~-expansion of log FˆG is a genus expansion,
with powers ~2−2g where g is the underlying genus. We will not need this viewpoint here in
general, but we will introduce the variable ~ in the special cases of the next sections.
Remark 15. In the case b = 0, the interpretation of the series FˆG that we gave, in terms of
normal constellations, is not the standard one. Indeed, in that case it is possible to give an
interpretation in terms of factorizations of permutations using transpositions (which at the
level of coverings correspond to simple branchpoints), with a weighting system that can be
made explicit in terms of the gk, which gives rise to the so-called weighted Hurwitz numbers,
see [GPH17]. The connection between the two interpretations goes through the group algebra
of the symmetric group and the Jucys-Murphy elements, which are specific to b = 0. We
leave as an open problem to give a similar interpretation of the series FˆG in full generality.
In the next section, we will address, however, the case of b-weighted analogues of classical
Hurwitz numbers.
4The parameter ~ is noted β in [ACEH20, Oko00] but we prefer to avoid the confusion with β-ensembles.
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We observe that the function FˆG has the following expression
FˆG(t,p,q, g1, . . . ) =
∑
n≥0
tn
∑
λ`n
J
(1+b)
λ (p)J
(1+b)
λ (q)
∏
∈λG(cα())
j
(1+b)
λ
.(63)
Indeed, when gk = ek(u1, . . . ) this is a consequence of (60) and (62). But the fact that
elementary symmetric functions are a basis of the space of symmetric functions implies that
this is true with the gk being independent indeterminates.
6.3. b-Hurwitz numbers, G(z) = exp(~z).
Definition 6.3. For n, ` ≥ 1 and λ, µ two partitions of n, the (connected) b-Hurwitz number
H`(λ, µ)(b) is defined as the polynomial
H`(λ, µ)(b) :=
∑
(M,c)
bνρ(M,c),
where the sum is taken over rooted connected `-constellations M of size n with full profile
(λ, µ, [2, 1n−2], . . . , [2, 1n−2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
` times
).(64)
Equivalently, this sum is taken over rooted generalized branched coverings of degree n of the
sphere by a connected surface, with ` + 2 numbered branchpoints, the first two with profiles
λ, µ, and all the other ones being simple.
Since each rooted connected constellation of size n has (n− 1) non-root corners, we note
that (n−1)!
n!
H`(λ, µ)(0) = 1
n
H`(λ, µ)(0) is nothing but the usual (orientable) double Hurwitz
number of parameters λ, µ, `. For µ = [1n], we recover single Hurwitz numbers. Also
note that H`(λ, µ)(b)−H`(λ, µ)(0) gives the contribution of coverings from non-orientable
surfaces. In both cases, the Euler characteristic of the underlying surface can be recovered
by (5), namely
χ = `(µ) + `(λ)− `.
We now form the corresponding generating function for non-necessarily connected objects,
FˆHurwitz ≡ FˆHurwitz(t,p,q, ~) := 1 +
∑
n≥1
tn
2nn!
∑
λ,µ`n
`≥0
∑
M
ρ˜(M)
2−cc(M)(1 + b)cc(M)
~`
`!
pλqµ,
where ~ is a new indeterminate and where the last sum is taken over labelled, connected or
not, `-constellations M of size n with full profile (64). We have
Theorem 6.4. The generating function FˆHurwitz is equal to the function FˆG with G(z) =
exp~(z) := exp ~z, i.e.
FˆHurwitz = Fˆ
exp~ .(65)
The function (1 + b) t∂
∂t
log FˆHurwitz is the generating function of rooted connected coverings,
explicitly given by
(1 + b)
t∂
∂t
log FˆHurwitz =
∑
n≥1
tn
∑
λ,µ`n
`≥0
H`(λ, µ)(b)
~`
`!
pλqµ.(66)
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Theorem 6.5 (b-Cut and Join equation). The series FˆHurwitz ≡ FˆHurwitz(t,p,q, ~) satisfies
the equation
∂
∂~
FˆHurwitz = DαFˆHurwitz,(67)
where α = 1 + b and Dα is the Laplace-Beltrami operator (19).
We observe that the function Fˆ exp~ is well defined as a formal power series, since the
~-grading makes the substitution gk 7→ ~kk! well defined.
Proof of Theorem 6.4. We will obtain the generating function of Hurwitz numbers as a suit-
able limit of Fˆ (k) for k → ∞. This idea is inspired from the orientable case where a similar
argument is classical [BMS00, GJ08].
Let us study the expansion of Fˆ (k) ≡ Fˆ (k)(t,p,q, u1, . . . , uk) for u1 = · · · = uk = ~k ,
by grouping monomials un11 . . . u
nk
k according to the number p of nonzero exponents. It will
be convenient to use (only) in this proof the following notation: [. . . ] denotes the coefficient
extraction with respect to the ui-variables only, as if the variables t, ~, pi, qj were constants.
We have,
Fˆ (k)
∣∣∣
ui=
~
k
=
∑
`≥0
~`
k`
∑
p≥0
∑
n1+···+nk=`,ni≥0
|{i,ni>0}|=p
[un11 . . . u
nk
k ]Fˆ
(k)
=
∑
`≥0
~`
k`
∑
0≤p≤`
∑
n1+···+np=`
ni>0
(
k
p
)
[un11 . . . u
np
p ]Fˆ
(k)(68)
where the second inequality uses the fact that coefficients of Fˆ (k) are symmetric functions in
the ui. We now consider the limit of (68) when k goes to infinity. First remark that for fixed
` and p ≤ `, we have when k goes to infinity:
1
k`
(
k
p
)
−→ 1p=` 1
`!
.
Therefore, for each fixed coefficient in ~, when k goes to infinity, only the term p = `
contributes to (68) at the first order. Further, for p = ` only the term n1 = · · · = n` = 1 is
possible in (68). We thus get the (coefficientwise) limit
lim
k
Fˆ (k)
∣∣∣
ui=
~
k
=
∑
`≥0
~`
`!
[u11 . . . u
1
` ]Fˆ
(∞),
which, by definition, is equal to FˆHurwitz.
Now, when k goes to infinity, we also have the limit:
k∏
i=1
(1 + zui)
∣∣
ui=
~
k
=
(
1 +
z~
k
)k
−→ exp(~z).
Because the series Fˆ (k) satisfies the decomposition equation (61) withG(z) =
∏k
i=1(1+uiz),
and because all coefficients (in t) of the series Fˆ (k) are symmetric polynomials in the ui, this
implies that the series limk Fˆ (k)
∣∣∣
ui=
~
k
satisfies the decomposition equation (61) with G(z) =
exp(~z). Therefore limk Fˆ (k)
∣∣∣
ui=
~
k
= Fˆ exp~ and the proof is finished. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.5. This is a direct consequence of (63) withG = exp~ and of the fact (46)
that Jαλ (p) is an eigenvector of Dα with eigenvalue
∑
∈λ cα(). 
We conclude this subsection by proving piecewise polynomiality of the b-weighted dou-
ble Hurwitz numbers. In the case b = 0 our result is slightly weaker than the result of
Goulden, Jackson and Vakil [GJV05] which states that the classical double Hurwitz number
1
|λ|H
`(λ, µ)(0) is a piecewise polynomial. The extra factor of |λ| comes from the fact that we
need to average over the choice of the root to define the b-weight, and we do not know if the
stronger result holds for general b.
Theorem 6.6 (Piecewise polynomiality). Let us fix `,m, n and consider H`(λ, µ)(b) as a
function on partitions λ, µ whose number of parts is equal to m and n respectively. Then
H`(λ, µ)(b) is a polynomial in b, whose coefficients are piecewise polynomial functions in
λ1, . . . , λm, µ1, . . . , µn.
Proof. Our proof is inspired by the combinatorial proof of Goulden, Jackson, and Vakil for
the case b = 0, but instead of working directly at the level of combinatorial objects it works
inductively at the level of generating functions, using the decomposition equation.
We will prove the result by induction on `. Let Hˆ [d]ρ and
ˆ˜
H
[d]
ρ denote the projective limit
(over `) of H [d]ρ ( 1u1···u` ;p,q, u
−1
1 , . . . , u
−1
` ) and H˜
[d]
ρ ( 1u1···u` ;p,q, u
−1
1 , . . . , u
−1
` ), respectively.
We define ~ˆHρ similarly. Note that for any functionH ∈ {Hˆ [d]ρ , ˆ˜H
[d]
ρ ,
~ˆHρ} and for any sequence
i1 < · · · < i` one has [ui1 · · ·ui` ]H = [u1 · · ·u`]H = [ei(u)H] since H is symmetric in u.
In particular
H`(λ, µ)(b) = [u1 · · ·u`]ΘY ~ˆHρ =
∑
d≥1
[u1 · · ·u`]qd · Hˆ [d]ρ .
Let us define h` : Nm+n → N[b] as the coefficient
h`(λ1, . . . , λm, µ1, . . . , µn−1, d) = [pλ1 . . . pλmqµ1 . . . qµn−1 ][u1 · · ·u`]Hˆ [d]ρ .
We will prove by induction on ` that for any n and m, h` : Nm+n → N[b] is polynomial in b
with coefficients which are piecewise polynomials, which implies the result we want.
Corollary 3.11 implies that
Hˆ [d]ρ = t
dpd + monomials involving variables u,
therefore h0(λ1, . . . , λm, µ1, . . . , µn−1, d) is equal to 1 if d = λi ≥ 1 for some i and all other
variables are equal to zero, and it is equal to zero otherwise. This is a piecewise polynomial
function.
Moreover Corollary 3.11 implies that
(69) [u1 · · ·u`]Hˆ [d]ρ = ΘY [u1 · · ·u`]
(
Y+
∏
i
(
1 + ui(Λ
[1]
Y + Λ
[2]
Y + Λ
[3]
Y +R)
))d
(y0),
where
Λ
[1]
Y = (1 + b)
∑
i,j≥1
yj+i−1
i∂
∂pi
∂
∂yj−1
, Λ
[2]
Y =
∑
i,j≥1
yj−1pi
∂
∂yi+j−1
,
Λ
[3]
Y = b
∑
i≥1
yi
i∂
∂yi
, R =
∑
i,j≥1
yj+i−1
ˆ˜
H
[i]
ρ
∂
∂yj−1
.
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For `′ ≥ 0 letR`′ := [u1 · · ·u`′ ]R = [e`′(u)]R. Expanding the R.H.S. of (69) we can express
it as the following linear combination:
ΘY
∑
s≥1
∑
I1,...,Id⊂[1..`]
 ∏
i∈(
⋃d
i=1 Ii)
c
ui
 d∏
i=1
Y+(Λ
[1]
Y + Λ
[2]
Y + Λ
[3]
Y +R)|Ii|(y0),
where we sum over all pairwise disjoint (possibly empty) subsets of [1..`], whose union is
non-empty. Expanding the product we find a linear combination of quantities of the form
(70) ΘY Y k1+ w1 · · ·Y ks+ ws(y0),
for some 1 ≤ s ≤ `, and positive integers k1, . . . , ks whose sum is equal to d, where
• wk is a non-empty word in Λ[1]Y ,Λ[2]Y ,Λ[3]Y ,R0, . . . ,R`−1,
• the total length of words satisfies `(w1) + · · ·+ `(ws) ≤ `,
• the total sum of indices of the variables R0, . . . ,R`−1 appearing in w1, . . . , ws is
equal to `−∑si=1 `(wi).
For a fixed sequence of words w1, . . . , ws, the element of the form (70) appears in the R.H.S.
of (69) with coefficient
(
`
`(w1),...,`(ws)
)
, which does not depend on k1, . . . , ks. Therefore, since
the number of choices for s and (wi)1≤i≤s is finite, it is enough to show that for each such
choice, the quantity
[pλ1pλ2 . . . pλmqµ1qµ2 . . . qµn−1 ]
∑
k1+···+ks=d
ΘY Y
k1
+ w1 · · ·Y ks+ ws(y0)(71)
is a piecewise polynomial in (λ1, . . . , λm, µ1, . . . , µn−1, d).
To see this, we notice that to compute the wanted coefficient in (71), one needs to sum over
all “trajectories” of the monomials in pi, qj, yk appearing from right to left along the product
of operators. Such a trajectory consists in a tuple of monomials
(pλ(0)qµ(0)yi0 , pλ(1)qµ(1)yi1 , . . . , pλ(2s)qµ(2s)yi2s),
where pλ(2r)qµ(2r)yi2r (resp. pλ(2r−1)qµ(2r−1)yi2r−1) is the monomial appearing to the right
(resp. left) of the operator wr for 1 ≤ r ≤ s, with pλ(2s)qµ(2s)yi2s = y0 and pλ(0)qµ(0)pi0 =
pλ1pλ2 . . . pλmqµ1qµ2 . . . qµn−1 .
Note that the nature of the operators Λ[i]Y and Ri implies that the possible values of the
indices of successive monomials appearing along this tuple are constrained by a finite num-
ber of linear equalities and inequalities. In other words, the set of valid trajectories is
parametrized by tuples of integers
(λ
(i)
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ `(λ(i));µ(i)j , 1 ≤ j ≤ `(µ(i)); ij; kj)1≤j≤s(72)
subject to linear constraints, i.e. by integer points in a polytope. Moreover, note that for
fixed `, n,m, the maximum number of parts appearing in any monomial is bounded, so this
polytope is finite-dimensional. We include the equality
k1 + · · ·+ ks = d,
which involves the parameter d, in the linear constraints defining this polytope.
Finally, each r ∈ [1..s] such that wr is equal to R`′ for some `′ ∈ [0..` − 1] corresponds
to the fact that one passes from the monomial pλ(2r)qµ(2r)yi2r to pλ(2r−1)qµ(2r−1)yi2r−1 by using
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the operator
R`′ = [u1 · · ·u`′ ]yj+i−1 ˆ˜H
[i]
ρ
∂
∂yj−1
.
Therefore, assuming that the trajectory is valid, the coefficient
[u1 · · ·u`′ ][pλ(2r−1)\λ(2r) ][qµ(2r−1)\µ(2r) ] ˆ˜H
[i2r−1−i2r]
ρ(73)
is collected along the way. By the induction hypothesis, and since `′ < `, the quan-
tity (73) is a polynomial, whose coefficients are piecewise polynomials in all parameters
λ
(2r−1)
j , µ
(2r−1)
j , i2r−1, λ
(2r)
j , µ
(2r)
j , i2r involved.
In conclusion, we have proved the following fact: the coefficients of the quantity (71) are
the sums over integer trajectories of the form (72), constrained to live in a finite-dimensional
polytope, of products of quantities of the form (73), which are piecewise polynomials in the
coordinates. Therefore the coefficients of (71) are piecewise polynomials, which is what we
wanted to prove. 
Remark 16. In the case b = 0, piecewise polynomiality-type results were an impor-
tant motivation to look for a hidden geometric explanation in the spirit of the ELSV-
formula [ELSV01]. Our result gives one more motivation to explore the underlying, yet
to be found, geometric structure describing the b-deformation.
6.4. Dessins d’enfants, the b-conjecture, and β-ensembles. The case k = 1 of our main
results, or equivalently the case G(z) = (1 + u1z) of b-weighted Hurwitz numbers, corre-
sponds to coverings with three ramification points, or combinatorially, to 1-constellations. In
the orientable case, 1-constellations are called dessins d’enfants, bipartite maps, or hyper-
maps. See [LZ04].
Bipartite maps on non-orientable surfaces have been considered before. They can be en-
coded combinatorially by matchings, or equivalently by products in the double coset algebra
of the Gelfand pair (S2n, Hn), see [HSS92, GJ96]. In [GJ96] the following formal power
series is introduced:
B(t;p,q, r) : =
∑
n≥0
tn
∑
λ`n
1
j
(α)
λ
J
(α)
λ (p)J
(α)
λ (q)J
(α)
λ (r),(74)
where r = (ri)i≥1 is an infinite family of variables. Of course, this function becomes equal
to our function τ (1)b (t;p,q, u1) under the specialization r = u1. In the same paper [GJ96],
Goulden and Jackson state the b-conjecture5, namely that one can write
(1 + b)
t∂
∂t
B(t;p,q, r) : =
∑
n≥1
∑
λ,µ,ι`n
∑
(M,c)
tnpλqµrιb
s(M,c),(75)
where the last sum is taken over rooted 1-constellations (rooted bipartite maps in the language
of [GJ96]) on a connected surface (orientable or not), of size n and of full profile (λ, µ, ι),
and where s(M, c) is an (unspecified) integer parameter attached to (M, c) which is zero
if and only if the surface is orientable. As they show, this statement is true for b ∈ {0, 1},
which is proved using the connection between Schur (or zonal, respectively) polynomials and
5In the same paper Goulden and Jackson also state the closely related Matching-Jack conjecture, which deals
with non-necessarily connected bipartite maps. Our statements for non-necessarily connected 1-constellations
are related to this conjecture in the same way as our statements for rooted connected 1-constellations are related
to the b-conjecture. We choose to focus the discussion on the latter.
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representation theory of Sn (or of the Gelfand pair (S2n, Hn)). See [Mac95, HSS92, GJ96].
For general values of b, no suitable connection to representation theory is known, and this
conjecture is still open due to the lack of tools to attack it. However, it is interesting to remark
that both the b-conjecture and our main result (say, in the formulation of Theorem 6.1) involve
three infinite families of parameters, respectively {p,q, r} and {p,q, (ui)i≥1}. In fact, the
special cases b = 0, 1 of our result can be used to prove the b-conjecture in the corresponding
cases. Therefore, we suspect that these two incomparable results are in fact of equal strength,
and that our result could be used to prove the full b-conjecture.
Polynomiality over the rationals in the b- and Matching-Jack conjectures was proved in
[DF16, DF17], but integrality and positivity of coefficients had been proved until now only
in a few very special cases. The case k = 1 of our main result coincides with the b-conjecture
in the case where r = u1, if we identify the unknown parameter s(M, c) with our parameter
νρ(M, c). In other words, the b-conjecture is now proved when one keeps two full sets of
indeterminate variables (p and q). This is by far the best progress towards it and, in particular,
it covers all the special cases proved in the literature so far, as we now quickly explain.
The most general case proven so far was the case of the simultaneous specialisations r = u1
and qi = 1i=2 (thus keeping one full set of indeterminate variables). This was done by
Lacroix [La 09]. This case corresponds to 1-constellations in which all vertices of colour 0
have degree 2, which are in bijection (by lifting these vertices into single edges) with general,
uncoloured, maps on surfaces (the only remaining vertices have colour 1 and can be thought
of as uncoloured, they are counted with a modified weight u1; vertices of colour 0 have
become edges, with weight t; faces of degree i are counted with a weigth pi). Lacroix used a
connection between the function B under this specialization and the β-ensembles of random
matrix theory, together with a connection due to Okounkov [Oko97] between β-ensembles
and Jack polynomials – for 1 + b = 2/β. The paper [Oko97] enables one to work with
certain linear combinations of Jack polynomials, which is what [La 09] uses. In our work,
we crucially need to consider bilinear sums instead (with Jack polynomials in two set of
variables p and q) which makes it inaccessible by this method. Similarly, the equations
of [AvM01] in the context of β-ensembles deal with a function of one infinite family of
variables. It is reasonable to expect that our work could be related to multi-matrix analogues
of the β-ensembles.
Some special cases of the b-conjecture had been established for bipartite maps in some
other very restricted cases, for example for bipartite maps with a unique face and of genus at
most 2, see [Doł17]. See also [KV16, KPV18] for other partial results, concerning mostly the
coefficients of B itself (as in the Matching-Jack conjecture). All these cases are fully covered
by the case k = 1 of our result by taking specializations or extracting coefficients.
6.5. b-Monotone Hurwitz numbers and β-HCIZ integral. In the case b = 0, the partic-
ular choice of function G(z) = Z(z) := 1
1−~z is known to generate the monotone Hurwitz
numbers, see [GGPN14]. That is, FˆZ
∣∣∣
b=0
has an explicit interpretation as a generating func-
tion of factorizations of a product of two permutations (whose cycles lengths are marked by
variables pi and qi) into a product of transpositions whose maximal transposed elements are
weakly increasing.
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It is also known [GGPN14] that this same function is a 1/N -expansion of the Harish-
Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber (HCIZ) integral,
IN(t) =
∫
U(N)
etN Tr(ANUBNU
−1)dU,
where dU is the Haar measure over the unitary group U(N). Here the variables pi and qj are
the power-sum symmetric functions in the eigenvalues of the diagonal matrices AN and BN ,
and ~ plays the role of − 1
N
in a double expansion in t and 1
N
of IN(t). See [GGPN14] again
for the precise meaning of this statement.
The function FˆZ provides a natural b-deformation of the generating function of monotone
Hurwitz numbers. This deformation satisfies the equation:
(76)
t∂
∂t
FˆZ = ΘY
∑
m≥1
tm · qm ·
(
Y+
1
1− ~ΛY
)m y0
1 + b
FˆZ ,
and our main theorem implies in particular that (1 + b) t∂
∂t
log FˆZ has coefficients which are
polynomials in b with an explicit combinatorial interpretation.
Moreover, deformations IβN(t) of the HCIZ integral obtained by deforming the Laplace-
Beltrami operator have been considered before, at least since Brézin and Hikami [BH03]
(there are many other references, see e.g. [BE09]). It would be interesting to study if they
admit 1/N expansions, and if they are related to the b-deformed monotone Hurwitz numbers
which we introduce here. In other words, can the following diagram be made commutative?
IN(t)
1
N
−expansion, [GGPN14]
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ FˆZ(t, ~)
∣∣∣
b=0
β-deformation
e.g. [BH03]
y y b-deformation(this paper)
IβN(t)
1
N
−expansion ?
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ FˆZ(t, ~)
This question is beyond the scope of our paper and is left as an open problem.
Acknowledgements. We thank Houcine Ben Dali for pointing a mistake in the interpretation
of the decomposition equation in the first version of this paper.
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APPENDIX A. RELATIONS BETWEEN OPERATORS OF FINITE ORDER
In this appendix, for completeness, we prove Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 4.12. All the equal-
ities of operators appearing there can be proved by hand, either by computing commutators
or by checking the action on a basis. These computations are lengthy but present no diffi-
culty. Here we present them in a diagrammatic way, which has the advantage of grouping
terms together in a way which makes them easier to check – however each reader may prefer
to rely on their own technique to group terms, depending on their taste. The diagrams are
especially useful to record the calculations to prove (25a) and (28b). Other relations of the
lemmas are quickly checked by any mean.
Diagrammatic conventions. Operators are represented by tree-like diagrams, read from
top to bottom. Each top or bottom vertex of the diagram represents a variable. Variables
from the families p,y,y′, z, z′ are represented by white, black, grey circles and black, grey
squares, respectively (◦, •, , , ). Inner nodes of the diagram have the effect of merging or
splitting variables in all possible ways, conserving the sum of their indices. For example, the
diagrams and represent respectively the operators
∑
i,j
yi+j
∂2
∂yj∂pi
and
∑
i,j
pi+j
∂2
∂yj∂pi
.
It is implicit that all sums are taken over combinatorially meaningful values of the parame-
ters, i.e. indices of variables p are positive while indices of other variables are nonnegative.
A fat edge in the diagram means that the contribution is weighted by the index (say j) of
the variable appearing at the top of this edge, for example represents
∑
i,j
jyi+j
∂2
∂yj∂pi
.
Similarly, we use a fat dotted edge to weight the contribution by a factor of j(j − 1).
Composition. Composition of operators corresponds to concatenation of diagrams from
top to bottom, respecting the type of variable at the gluing points. For example the com-
position ◦ is equal to + + + . Note that since we work on monomials
which are at most linear in y, the second and third term are the null operator on the spaces
we consider.
Example. The operator has two top vertices of types y,p and two bottom vertices of
types y,p, it is equal to6
∑
i+k=i′+k′
1i′<ki(k − i′)yk′pi′ ∂
2
∂yk∂pi
.
6Indeed for a given choice of i, k, i′, k′ such that i + k = i′ + k′, if one assigns variables pi, yk and pi′ , yk′
to top and bottom vertices according to their type, it is possible to distribute indices at each node if and only
if i′ < k (as one sees by considering the topmost inner node) and in this case there is a unique way to do it.
Moreover the two fat edges have respective weights k − i′ and i, from left to right.
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Proof of (25a). We compute the commutator [Dα +D′α,ΛY ] by collecting its coefficients as
a polynomial in α and b, viewed as independent variables. We have
Dα +D
′
α =
α
2
1
2
b
2
α b
2
+ + + + +
, ΛY =
α + b+
.
We need to evaluate the coefficients of α2, αb, b2, α, b, and 1. We start with the coefficient of
α, which is equal to7
+
1
2
, ,+
1
2 + = + − −2× 12 + −2×
1
2 −+
.(77)
The third and last terms cancel, and by checking the types of top of bottom vertices, we see
that what remains is a linear combination of operators of the form 1i′+k′=i+kpi′yk′ ∂
2
∂yk∂pi
, with
coefficients that can be read from the diagrams and are equal to8
i(k−k′)1i′>i+i(k−i′)1i′<k−ik−i(i−i′)1i′<i+ik′−i(k−i′)1i′<k
=i(k−k′+i−i′)1i′>i+i(k′−k−i+i′) = 0,
where we used (i−i′)1i′<i = (i−i′)(1−1i′>i). Similarly the coefficients α2, αb, b, and 1, are
respectively equal to
− 12 + −+
1
2
, =
,
+
1
2
, ,+
1
2 + =
1
2 − − 12 + 12 −
1
2
,
, ,+
1
2 + =
1
2
1
2
+
+ 12− − 12+ 12
,
, 1
2
1
2
+ = −+
.
These are respectively linear combinations of operators of the form
yi+j+k∂
3
∂yk∂pi∂pj
,
yi+k∂
2
∂yk∂pi
,
ykpi∂
∂yi+k
,
ykpipj∂
∂yi+j+k
.
The coefficients can be read on the diagrams and are equal9 to, respectively
−ij i+j
2
+ij (i+k)+(j+k)
2
−ijk = 0 , k2i−ik(i+k)− i(i−1)i
2
+ i(i+k)(i+k−1)
2
− ik(k−1)
2
= 0,
k(k+i)−k2+ i(i−1)
2
+ k(k−1)
2
− (k+i)(k+i−1)
2
= 0 , 1
2
(i+j)+k− (i+k)+(j+k)
2
= 0.
This concludes the proof that [Dα +D′α,ΛY ] = 0. 
Before completing the proof of Lemma 4.10, we now prove the main commutation relation
of Lemma 4.12.
7In equations below we expand commutators from left to right, e.g. [a+b, c+d] = [a, c]+[a, d]+[b, c]+[b, d]
in this order. We make an exception to this rule when, as in (80) below, it is convenient to group terms of the
R.H.S. in blocks according to the nature of incoming and outgoing variables – in that case, the left-to-right order
of expansion is preserved inside each block. Also, note that unconnected diagrams such as do not appear
in commutators, since the two ways to obtain them cancel.
8In the following equality we assume the equation i′ + k′ = i + k which is implicit from context. We will
do similar assumptions in other computations without recalling it.
9Note that for the contribution of the second diagram in the coefficient of α2, we have symmetrized in (i, j),
namely we substituted ij(i+k)→ ij (i+k)+(j+k)2 , since we know that the sum we take over i and j is symmetric.
We do the same for the very last diagram appearing in the coefficient of 1.
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Proof of (28b). Assuming other relations it is enough to prove the first equality, namely [ΛZ˜+
∆,ΛY˜ ] = 0. We have
ΛZ˜ + ∆ =
α b α b α b+ + + + + + + + α+ + +b
,
ΛY˜ =
α b α b α b+ + + + + + + +
.
We compute the commutator [ΛZ˜ + ∆,ΛY˜ ] as in the proof of (28a), by collecting its coeffi-
cients as a polynomial in α and b. Thus we need to evaluate the coefficients of α2, αb, b2, α, b,
and 1. The coefficient of α2 is equal to
− + + − + −=+ + + + +,
,(78)
which is a linear combination of operators of the form 1j′+k′=i+j+k
yj′zk′∂3
∂pi∂yj∂zk
, with coefficients
that can be read from the diagrams10:
i(−1j′<i+k + 1j′<k + 1j′>k − 1j′>i+k + 1j′=k − 1j′=i+k) = i(1− 1) = 0.(79)
Similarly, the coefficient of αb is equal to
,+ + + + + + + + + , + +
= − + − + − − − ++ −
+
+ − + −
,(80)
Note that the first term of (80) is the same as (78) with permuted variables, so it is equal to
zero. The second term of (80) is a linear combination of operators 1j′+k′=j+k
yj′zk′∂2
∂yj∂zk
, with
coefficient11
j1j′>k−j′1j′>k−(j−j′−1)1j>j′+j1j′=k−j′1j′=k−1j′<j−k1j′<k+k′1j′<k(81)
+(k−k′−1)1j′>j+1j′>j
= (j−j′)1j′≥k+(k′−k)(1−1j′≥k)+(j′−j)1j>j′+(k−k′)(1−1j≥j′)
= 0 · 1j′≥k+0 · 1j≥j′+k′−k+k−k′ = 0,
10For example, the contribution of the leftmost diagram is computed as follows. Call pi, yj , zk and yj′zk′ the
bottom and top variables, respectively. The fat edge gives a factor of i. Moreoever, for the indices of variables
to be distributed at the inner nodes coherently, one sees that the index i+ k of the inner node inherited from the
concatenation of the two smaller diagrams, has to be larger than the index j′ of the bottom y′-node. It is easy to
see that this is the only constraint, hence a total contribution of i1j′<i+k for that diagram. Other diagrams are
treated similarly.
11In the second term of (80), the coefficient of the third diagram is computed as follows. Call yj , zk and
yj′ , zk′ the top and bottom variables, respectively. Then the index (say u) of the “square” inner node inherited
from the concatenation of the two smaller diagrams has to satisfy u < j (from the top part of the diagram) and
u > j′ (for the bottom part). This requires that j > j′, and in this case there are j−j′−1 possible choices for
u. Similar constraints hold for the “circle” inner node but thay are equivalent to the previous ones provided that
j′ + k′ = j + k. Therefore the contribution of this diagram is (j−j′−1)1j>j′ . Other cases of the same sort
appear in the computations and are treated similarly.
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Similarly, the coefficient of b2 is equal to
+ + + , + + = − + − + − + − + −
,(82)
which is a linear combination of operators 1j′+k′=j+k
y′
j′z
′
k′∂
2
∂y′j∂z
′
k
, with coefficient
k′1j′<k−k1j′<k+j1j′>k−j′1j′>k+(k′−k−1)1j′<j−(j′−j−1)1j′>j+j1j′=k−j′1j′=k
+1j′<k−1j′<j,
which is zero by the same computation we performed on (81) (up to exchanging prime and
non-primes and reversing inequalities).
The coefficient of α is
+ ++ , + + + + + + , + +
=
− − − + + +
−
−
−
−
+
−
+ +
+
−++ − −+ + −
,(83)
which is a linear combination of operators of the form 1j′+k′=j+k
yj′zk′∂2
∂yj∂zk
, 1j′+k′=j+k
y′
j′z
′
k′∂
2
∂y′j∂z
′
k
,
1i′+j′+k′=j+k
piy
′
j′z
′
k′∂
2
∂yj∂zk
, 1j′+k′=i+j+k
yj′zk′∂3
∂pi∂y′j∂z
′
k
. The first and third have respective coefficients
(j−j′)1j′<j−(j−j′−1)1j′<j−1j<j−(k−k′)1k′<k+(k−k′−1)1k′<k+1k′<k = 0,
1j′<k − 1j′<k−i′ + 1j′>k − 1j′>k−i′ + 1j′=k − 1j′=k−i′ = 1− 1 = 0,
while the second is the same as the first up to permutation of colours and the fourth is analo-
gous to the third.
The coefficient of b is
+ + +
, + + + + + , + ++
= −− −+ − −+ − − + − + +++
.(84)
The first term is a linear combination of operators 1i′+j′+k′=j+k
pi′y′j′z
′
k′∂
2
∂y′j∂z
′
k
, with coefficient
1j′>k − 1j′>k−i′ + 1j′=k − 1j′=k−i′ + 1j′<k − 1j′<k−i′ = 1− 1 = 0.
(in fact this computation is the same as (79) with diagrams upside-down), while the second
term is again similar to the second term of (80) and is zero by the same computation we
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performed on (81). Finally, the coefficient of 1 is
, + + −+ +
=+ − + − +
,(85)
which is the same as the first term of (84) up to an exchange of variables, so is equal to zero
too. This concludes the proof that [ΛZ˜ + ∆,ΛY˜ ] = 0. 
The remaining computations are much shorter and can easily be done without any dia-
grams. We include them here for completeness. We introduce further notations: increment
of the index of the variable is represented by an arrow, for example Y+ = .
Proof of (25b). We directly compute the commutator [Dα+D′α, Y+]
[ α
2
1
2
b
2
α b
2
+ + + + +
,
]
=
α −α + − + b2 − b2
= α
∑
i,k
[i(k+1)−ik]yi+k+1∂
2
∂piyk
+
∑
i,k
[(k+1)−k]piyk+1∂
∂yi+k
+
b
2
∑
k
[(k+1)k−k(k−1)]yk+1∂
∂yk
= Y+ΛY . 
Proof of (25c). We want to prove that [Dα,ΘY ] = ΘYD′α. We have
[Dα,ΘY ] = [
α
2
1
2
b
2
+ +
, ] =
2× α
2
1
2
b
2
+ + = α + + b2
1
2 ,
ΘYD
′
α =
α b
2+ +
= α + + b2
.
To conclude it is enough to notice that
=1
2 , i.e.
∑
i,j i
pi+j∂
2
∂pi∂pj
= 1
2
∑
i,j(i+j)
pi+j∂
2
∂pi∂pj
. 
Proof of (28a). We compute the operators ΛZ˜∆ and ∆ΛY˜ , which are equal respectively to
α b α b α b+ + + + + + + + α + + b
= α2 +αb + + +α + + + +b + + +
and
α + + b
= α2
α b α b α b+ + + + + + + +
+αb + + +α + + +
+b + + +
.
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We conclude by noticing that the two quantities differ only by the colour of inner vertices
and reordering of terms, more precisely both are equal to
α2 +αb + + +α + + + +b + + +
.

Proof of (28c) and (28d). It is enough to prove the first one, namely [ΛZ˜ , Y˜+] = Y˜+∆. The
commutator [ΛZ˜ , Y˜+] is equal to
α b α b α b+ + + + + + + +
, + = α −α + − +b −b
=
∑
i′+k′=i+k+1
(
α(1k′<i+1−1k′<i)y
′
i′z
′
k′∂
2
∂yizk
+(1k′<i+1−1k′<i)yi′zk′∂
2
∂y′iz
′
k
+b(1k′<i+1−1k′<i)y
′
i′z
′
k′∂
2
∂y′iz
′
k
)
=
∑
i,k
α
y′k+1z
′
i∂
2
∂yizk
+
yk+1zi∂
2
∂y′iz
′
k
+b
y′k+1z
′
i∂
2
∂y′iz
′
k
= Y˜+∆,
where for the last equality we used that 1k′<i+1−1k′<i = 1k′=i and that k′ = i and i′+k′ =
i+k+1 imply that i′ = k + 1. 
Proof of (28e). It is enough to prove the first equality ΘZ˜ΛY˜ = ΛY ΘZ˜ , i.e. ΘZ˜(ΛY˜ −ΛY ) =
[ΛY ,ΘZ˜ ]. Now [ΛY ,ΘZ˜ ] and ΘZ˜(ΛY˜ − ΛY ) are respectively equal to
α + b+
,
+ = α +α + +b
and
α b α b+ + + + ++ =
α b α b+ + + + +
.
The difference of these two quantities is a linear combinations of operators yi+j+k∂
3
∂pi∂y′j∂z
′
k
,
1i′+j′=j+k
pi′yj′∂2
∂y′j∂z
′
k
, yi+j∂
2
∂y′i∂z
′
j
, yi+j∂
2
∂yi∂zj
. The coefficients of these operators in this difference are
respectively equal to
αi− αi = 0 , 1− 1i′≤j − 1i′>j = 0 , b(i+ j)− bi− bj = 0 , αj − αj = 0.

Proof of (28f). It is enough to prove the first equality ΘZ˜ Y˜+ = Y+ΘZ˜ , which is straightfor-
ward since both are equal to
∑
i,j piyj+1
∂2
∂yj∂zi
+
∑
i,j yi+j+1
∂2
∂y′iz
′
j
with the convention that
p0 = 1. To be consistent with the rest we still provide the diagrammatic interpretation:
+ = = +=+ + +
.

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